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WE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT BURNING SEED
IS BEING HELD ON THE TRADITIONAL
LANDS OF THE WIRADJURI PEOPLE. WE
RECOGNISE THE STRENGTH, RESILIENCE
AND CAPACITY
OF ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT
ISLANDER PEOPLE AS THE TRADITIONAL
CUSTODIANS OF THIS LAND.
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THE BURNING SEED 2016 THEME IS...

DEEP SPACE
For millennia, humans have been inspired and guided by the stars and the
Deep Space that stretches endlessly around them. Before even the ancient
Greeks or Galileo, Aboriginal people have used the secrets of the night sky to
survive the Australian landscape, passing down stories science is now using to
unlock the mysteries and histories of our stars and universe. But we are not
only part of this universe; the universe is part of us.
The atoms that make up life on Earth can be traced back to stars that
collapsed and exploded, scattering their guts across the galaxy. Celestial
lights begot life as these guts of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen solidified into
solar systems, planets and life itself.
Is our desire for Deep Space a desire for our birthplace? As we reach for
those stars, are we reaching for ourselves too – a journey of discovery into
the unknown limits of the universe and ourselves, or a return to the merely
forgotten? A primal homecoming?
At Burning Seed, we love to greet each other with “Welcome home”. For us,
the Paddock is both a return and a mini-world beyond our known worlds. It’s
a journey of discovery that is as much about place as the unknown space that
we explore together and within each and every one of us.
(words by Jane Lyons)
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WELCOME HOME
SERVICES & SUPPORT
INFORMATION
Red Earth Info at Centre Camp is your
first contact point for Seed-specific
questions. It will be staffed from 11am
to 3pm every day. Come by and say hi!
RED EARTH RADIO
Tune in for PSAs, interviews and some
seriously rad music! Frequency 92.3
FM. Make sure you bring a radio, and
drop in and say hello!
PASS OUTS
If you really need to leave the
site, there is a $20 pass out per
vehicle. Head to Gate where they
will organise a pass out for you. The
crew will also record car registration
and number of participants in the car.
When you return to the site, Gate will
make sure everything matches up
and then take the pass back.
ICE SALES
Ice is the one exception to the nocommerce rule. It will be on
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sale at Centre Camp between 1011am and 4-5pm daily for $4 a bag or
3 bags for $10.
TOILETS
It is vital that only human waste and
toilet paper go into the toilets – NO
food, tampons/sanitary products,
or any other refuse. Keeping the
portaloos clean and tidy helps
maintain respect for our shared
facilities – the neater YOU help keep
them, the cleaner they will stay.
LOST AND FOUND
Take found items to Red Earth Info
in Centre Camp, Greeters Station, or
Red Earth Rangers HQ.
RANGERS
Rangers ensure the safety of the
site and participants. They are your
go-to people if you have a question
or concern, and can be identified
by their high-vis vests. They can be
found roaming or at Ranger HQ next
to Centre Camp.

IMPORTANT STUFF
MEDICAL SERVICES
If you or someone else requires
medical assistance find a Ranger, or
visit our First Aid Team right next
to Centre Camp. Trained medical
volunteers are on duty 24/7 and
emergency evacuation is available.
SECURITY
Security personnel monitor the
gate and boundaries. If you have
any concerns with security, ask for
Ranger assistance.

PEER RANGERS

Psychological and Emotional
Emergency Response (PEER)
Rangers provide support on the
Paddock for participants who are
having an emotional, mental or
psychological crisis that goes beyond the capacity of the Burner
community and Red Earth City
Rangers to manage, but which
does not yet need medical services. This may involve: personal
space violation or significant
interpersonal issues.
PEER Rangers can be found next
to the Medical Tent at Centre
Camp.

COMMUNITY IN ACTION
SANCTUARY
Things don't always go to plan at
Seed - even for veteran burners; and
for those times where you can't find
your flow - there is Sanctuary.
Sanctuary is all about getting you
back on your feet.
Sanctuary will operate around the
clock during Seed working alongside
Rangers, Peer and Medics.
PARTICIPATION
We are a society of activists. When
we see a job that needs to be done,
we roll up our sleeves and pitch in.
There is no ‘they’, only ‘us’. If you
see someone acting irresponsibly,
introduce yourself and speak up. But
don’t be a ‘participation snob’. Just
because someone isn’t costumed or
visibly participating doesn’t mean
they aren’t contributing.
COMMUNITY CREW
If you have not already raised your
hand to help, it is not too late! Check
out the community crew page at
www.burningseed.com or come down
to Centre Camp to chat about how
you can help to make the awesome
happen.
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CHILDREN
All children under 18yo must be
accompanied by their parent or
legal guardian. It is your responsibility
to ensure the safety of your child
at all times during Seed. If you
encounter a lost child, alert a Ranger
immediately. Always be respectful
of children’s personal space and
their needs. They are a part of our
community.
OUR NEIGHBOURS
There are properties bordering the
forest on all sides of our city and
entry to these is strictly prohibited.
Please respect our neighbours.
CARS & DRIVING RULES
Red Earth City is a bicycle and
pedestrian-friendly city. Once you
have entered the event and driven
to your campsite, there is no driving
allowed unless you are a registered
Mutant Vehicle. The following road
rules apply in Red Earth City:
• All vehicles must be either 		
licensed or posses a REDMV
permit
• You must drive at 5 km/h or
less in hazardous situations 		
such as tight crowds
• Give right of way to 		
pedestrians, bicycles, and 		
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•

•
•
•

emergency services vehicles
Stop immediately when 		
hailed by a Ranger, REDMV 		
official or law enforcement 		
officer
Do not drive under the 		
influence of drugs or alcohol
Do not drive on wet or 		
freshly watered roads
All Mutant Vehicles must 		
seek a permit by contacting 		
redmv@burningseed.com 		
before the event.

ALCOHOL & ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES
Responsible use of alcohol is allowed
for adults. If you are serving alcohol,
it is your responsibility to verify that
the person you are serving is of legal
drinking age (18+). As with the rest
of Australia, Seed has to follow state
and national laws concerning illegal
substances. The rules apply.
COMMERCE & ADVERTISING
The sale of products and services
is prohibited at Seed. There is NO
participant vending.
If you need a specific item, ask your
neighbours. Confront your own
survival. Corporate advertising is also
not allowed. Participants with rental
trucks are encouraged to cover or
decorate logos.

IMPORTANT STUFF
The display or distribution of
corporate banners, corporate
logos, giveaway items, samples and
other promotional paraphernalia is
prohibited.
PETS
We get that you love yours,
but pets are NOT allowed at Seed.
MEDIA
The number of media crews will
be limited and they are pledged
NOT TO INTERFERE WITH YOUR
EXPERIENCE. If you feel that a media
person is creating a nuisance, contact
the Rangers.
GENERATORS
PRETTY PLEASE Don’t run your
generator late at night or early in the
morning. Place the generator as far
from other camps as possible. Make
sure people can’t trip over power
cords. Cover your generator with a
sound shield or baffle. DO NOT bury
it to shield the noise, m’kay?
SOUND
Burning Seed is dedicated to radical
self-expression, but it is also dedicated
to creating community. This means we
all must find a way to get along with
our neighbours – having a good time at

the expense of someone else’s experience ain’t cool.
• Neighbours should talk to one
another when sound becomes
a problem. If your neighbour 		
feels your sound is too loud, 		
you must work with them to 		
find an acceptable volume.
• Camps playing loud music 		
MUST be located on the 		
western side of the Paddock		
(the “LOUD Zone”). They may
freely express themselves 		
unless the sound levels 		
conflict with theme 		
camps in the vicinity and/or 		
there are persistent 		
community complaints.
• Any unresolved complaints about
excessive sound will become the
concern of the Red Earth Rangers.
• Not everyone will want to 		
sleep when you do. The 		
most reliable way to get a 		
quiet, uninterrupted night’s 		
sleep is to camp as far east 		
in the city as possible 		
(farthest corner from the 		
Gate). There are no noise-		
free zones at Burning Seed, 		
only less-loud areas; light 		
sleepers are advised to bring
earplugs.
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CONSENT! CONSENT! CONSENT!
Communication is the best form
of lubrication. Knowing your
boundaries and respecting others
is the safest way to enjoy many
interactions at Seed. Not obtaining
consent is also against the law.

Consent is not a ‘maybe’ or ‘not
now’ or ‘maybe later’...it is a clear
expression of YES! Consent can be
withdrawn at any time and if this
occurs you must stop what you are
doing immediately.

Consent is required to protect
and nurture Seed as a radically
expressive space where our
community can play securely.

Our community is serious about
respecting each other. If you are
observed to act in a disrespectful
or non-consensual manner towards
others, you may be approached by
your fellow burners to change your
behaviour immediately. Issues can
be reported to an on-duty Ranger.
For more serious assaults, our
PEER (Psychological and Emotional
Emergency Response) Ranger Team
can be contacted upon request.

ALWAYS ask before initiating
physical contact such as touching,
hugging, spanking or entering
someone’s personal space. If in
doubt ASK. Wanna take a photo?
Ask for consent first or check
immediately after. If asked to
delete a photo, do it immediately.
Asking for consent eliminates
confusion and fosters a tighter,
safer and more open community.

THE ENVIRONMENT
THE DAM
Bathing, swimming or wahing of any
items in not permitted.Children must
have an adult with them whenever
they are nearby.
GREY WATER
It’s okay to dump some non-toxic grey
water on the grass, but NOT IN THE
DAM. Package any toxic grey water up
in the same containers you bring your
water.
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Violators and repeat offenders can
be ejected and banned from future
events.

FIRE
Fire is the biggest risk to Burning Seed
– and to our crop-growing neighbours
at the peak of their harvest season.
We take fire very seriously, and ask for
your understanding and cooperation of
all the following guidelines.
OPEN FIRES: as per the conditions of
our site permit, there can be NO SOLID
FUEL FIRES except in registered art
fire pits/events or Theme Camp burn
barrels. Don’t have a registered burn
barrel? Don’t fire up - it’s that simple.
Violators will be ejected from the event.

IMPORTANT STUFF
LEAVE NO TRACE
We are committed to leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we gather.
Rule No. 1 of Leave No Trace – Don’t let it hit the ground! Burning Seed is also
a do-ocracy. If you see MOOP (Matter Out Of Place), pick it up. Smokers, you
are responsible for your butts. Bring your own cup. Use a camelback or refill
personal water bottles. Sort your waste as you go. Be responsible for your own
rubbish. Please carry a small ash receptacle with you.
Yes, we are that serious.
IF YOU SEE ANY OTHER FIRES:
please inform a Seed Ranger or
other volunteer. Personal fireworks and
firearms are also prohibited.
FLAME EFFECTS: Whether its part of
your art, mutant vehicle or Theme
Camp, all flame effects or pyrotechnics
must be registered with the Fire Art
Response Team.
If you haven’t already done this, then
sorry, folks, it’s no go with that wacky
flamethrower you brought along for
kicks.
FIRE SPINNING: All fire play activity is
coordinated by the Fire Enclave out of
the Mint Country Club theme camp,
and can occur only in the designated

play areas. Plan on spinning?
YAY!!! Bring your safety gear, and pay
Mint Country Club a visit to get the
skinny.
BURN PERIMETERS: The Effigy, Temple
and art piece burns will have safety
perimeters coordinated by the Red
Earth Rangers. In light of past tragedies
at regional burns, we ask for your full
cooperation in respecting the Rangers’
guidance and not approaching the fire
until clearly permitted to do so.
TOTAL FIRE BAN: It is unlikely but
possible that there may be total fire
ban days, in which case we ask that no
flame be lit whatsoever - extending the
utmost care even to cigarettes, pipes
and cigars as well.

GAS STOVES AND HEATERS
Gas-fired stoves and heaters are allowed, but must be supervised at all times do not leave them unattended under any circumstances. Gas heaters must be
inspected and tagged for safety by the Fire Art Emergency Response Team before
they can be used on site. When you arrive at the event, Gate will ask if you have
a gas heater and direct you to the Fire Art Emergency Response Team at Centre
Camp. To pass inspection, you must have a fire extinguisher and a means of
securing the gas heater so it can't tip over. When the gas-fire appliance is in use,
make sure there is no flammable material (trees, tents, tarps, fabric, etc) within a
three-metre radius or less than twice the height of the appliance.
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THE 10 PRINCIPLES
BURNING SEED IS AN EXPERIMENT IN
TEMPORARY COMMUNITY. OUR CULTURE IS
GUIDED BY THE FOLLOWING TEN PRINCIPLES
OF BURNING MAN:
RADICAL INCLUSION
Anyone may be a part of Burning
Man. We welcome and respect
the stranger. No prerequisites
exist for participation in our
community.

protect our culture from such
exploitation. We resist the
substitution of consumption for
participatory experience.

RADICAL SELF-RELIANCE
Burning Man encourages
the individual to discover,
GIFTING
Burning Man is devoted to acts of exercise and rely on his or
gift giving. A gift is unconditional. her inner resources.
Gifting does not contemplate
RADICAL SELF-EXPRESSION
a return or an exchange for
Radical self-expression arises
something of equal value.
from the unique gifts of the
individual. No one other than
DECOMMODIFICATION
the individual or a collaborating
In order to preserve the spirit of
group can determine its content.
gifting, our community seeks to
It is offered as a gift to others.
create social environments that
In this spirit, the giver should
are unmediated by commercial
respect the rights and liberties of
sponsorships, transactions, or
the recipient.
advertising. We stand ready to
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THE PRINCIPLES
COMMUNAL EFFORT
Our community values creative
cooperation and collaboration.
We strive to produce, promote
and protect social networks,
public spaces, works of art, and
methods of communication that
support such interaction.
CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
We value civil society.
Community members who
organise events should assume
responsibility for public welfare
and endeavour to communicate
civic responsibilities to
participants. They must also
assume responsibility for
conducting events in accordance
with local, state
and federal laws.
PARTICIPATION
Our community is committed to
a radically participatory ethic.
We believe that transformative
change, whether in the individual
or in society, can occur only
through the medium of deeply
personal participation. We
achieve being through doing.
Everyone is invited to work.
Everyone is invited to play. We
make the world real through
actions that open the heart.

IMMEDIACY
Immediate experience is, in
many ways, the most important
touchstone of value in our
culture. We seek to overcome
barriers that stand between
us and a recognition of our
inner selves, the reality of
those around us, participation
in society, and contact with a
natural world exceeding human
powers. No idea can substitute
for this experience.
LEAVING NO TRACE
Our community respects the
Our community respects the
environment. We are committed
to leaving no physical trace
of our activities wherever
we gather. We clean up after
ourselves and endeavour,
whenever possible, to leave
such places in a better state than
when we found them.
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THE ARTERY
Did you bring a piece of art you want to display on the open Paddock? If
so you need to register with the ARTery - head to the ARTedia booth near
Centre Camp and we’ll find you a great spot and put you on our large art map.
See below for the full listing of registered art works for Burning Seed 2016.
Interested in joining our Fri night Art Tour? Check out page 48 for more info.
5,4,3,2,1 BLUNDERBUSS ARE GO! – Artist: Blunderbuss Jones. #Roving
Gather round burners, feel the warmth of interstellar radiation as Blunderbuss
takes us on an inflammatory audiosonic journey to the most upbeat reaches
of deep space.
ASTRAL ARBOR – Artists: THINGkers Collective. #A
An extraterrestrial arbor of life, beckoning you to enter her embrace and
become part of the garden.
BALLOON TO THE MOON – Artist: The Fireflower. #B
Balloon to the Moon brings an intergalactic hot air balloon playground to the
Paddock. But what happened to the explorers who lead this expedition?
DEEP SPACE ASTRONAUT – Artist: Flame Effects Australia Crew. #C
Follow the floating astronaut & take refuge in a deep space pod. Prepare to
launch.
DO OR DIE – Artist: Eggshell Projects. #D
Do or Die? Join us at the giant die for a mysterious, sensory journey where you
can choose your adventure or roll the dice and let fate decide.
ESSENCE - OUR INNER GALAXY – Artist: Imagin’e11e. #E
Our - Leave No Trace - Guardians believe your Essence is your lightest
footprint. Allow your inner galaxy to drive your ultimate intentions.
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ARTERY
HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN – Artist: Chelsea Brown Tremain. #F
Welcome Home to Red Earth City; Where the sports club’s green and the
sunset’s pretty; The road to get here was long and gritty; But this road leads
you to Red Earth City.
HOOPLA – Artist: Megatron. #G
Make your own flying, spinning, hoop space craft - just add imagination.
INFECTED MUSHROOMS – Artist: KYlie Mac. #H
Life on the other side. New found nature - the humans guide to the new
plastic organic. Come and visit the field of mushrooms. A comment on
consumerism, reuse and nature in its new plastic form.
METEOR SHOWER – Artist: Hurricane. #Look to the Sky
Is it the end of the world, or the beginning of a new? Come be reborn from
the ashes and witness Meteor Shower 6 x 10m towers of flame.
MONOLITUARIUM – Artists: Neophilia (Claire Lawson & Fin McCarthy). #J
The Monolith is a collector and repository of information. It knows when you
are near, and is eager for you to interact with it. It will openly share with you
the discoveries of this universe that it has assimilated along it’s journey to
earth, if you share what you have discovered and experienced in return.
NATTY FIRE INSTALLATIONS
Artist: Rusty Kilpatrick & Natty Fire Crew. #Various locations
The Natty fire crew will be bringing The Fire Eye of Horus, The Flaming
Question, The Fire Fingers and more gas fire effects to help light up the site.
PLANETARY POLLINATION – Artist: Modifyre. #K
The humble Bee has risen from the ashes of Modifyre, ready to be reborn into
Deep Space! Planetary Pollination was due to be the centrepiece at Modifyre,
but will instead burn at Burning Seed on Froday at 9pm.
PORTALS – Artist: The Horror Harlequin Hoop Honorarios. #L
Find the hidden space orbs for a trip to other worlds.
RUG SHMUG - COMMUNAL GRAFFITI RUG – Artist: Bec. #M
This artwork “Rug Shmug” is a community graffiti event where you can add
your own flair to the rug over the course of burning seed. Then you can feel
Shmug about your involvement :)
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SACRED SEED – Artist: Sacred Seed. #N
Sacred Seed is a quiet, nature temple inspired by the Divine Feminine. It
provides a space for people to reconnect with themselves and with Mother
Earth.
SCARECROWS – Artist: BWA (Burning Witches Association). #O
BWA presents a circle of horrific scarecrows to strike fear and awe into the
hearts of Burners.
SPACE CORN – Artists: Maayan Dermer, Tim Bell, Irin Kutman. #P
Glowing in the night the SpaceCorn are blooming! Come and play on these
alien fruit. When you touch their corn kernels they illuminate and play sound.
SPACE THEATRE – Artists: Atomic Elf & Elec Dash Tron. #Q
Witness the death and rebirth of the universe at the Space Theatre - a 3D
light-work consisting of over 2000 LEDs.
SPIRIT WOMAN AND DOG – Artist: Christine Simpson. #R
Are we not the stuff of stars? Spirit Woman and Dog appear like some sort of
mirage quivering on a vertical dowel rod canvas, walking the landscape before
heading back home into Deep Space.
STRINGS OF LIFE – Artist: RENNIE. #S
An interactive, co-operative art piece which will feature collaborations from
participants.
T.U.R.T.L.E ALIEN COMMUNICATION DEVICE –
Artists: Atomic Elf & Bearocratic. #T
Words, colour and sound are our primary communication mediums. Use
T.U.R.T.L.E to turn music into colours and phrases, and communicate with
aliens and fellow Burners!
THE HOTS – Artist: The Deep Friars. #U
Be warmed and wowed by two oily men and their waste vegetable oil powered
flame totem!
THE MUSEUM OF MEMES – Artist: Maharaja Collective. #V
We have collated the last vestiges of Earth Culture and are displaying it for
your enjoyment - Come Visit the Marvelous Mysterious Magnificent Museum
of Memes.
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ARTERY
THE PLASMA TRAP – Artist: Murray Paternoster. #W
When you have the galaxy at your fingertips will you play with it, manipulate
it or just stare in wonder? The choice is yours....
THE REEDS – Artists: Emrah Baki Ulas and Burak Ayanoglu #X
A walk-in interactive geometric sculpture which beautifully contrasts with the
nature.
THE ROCKET CLOCK – Artist: Everyday People. #Y
The Rocket Clock runs on “Seed Time”, drop by to see what is happening on
the Paddock right now or what is still to come today. You are also invited to
list your own events inside.
THE SPACE PYRAMID – Artist: Amenhotep. #Z
The Space Pyramid. A magic beacon of light and music for all the space
travelers!
THE SUNFYRE SUNDIAL – Artist: Ravin Corvid. #AA
The SunFyre Sundial is your real time What’s On guide to all things Seedy.
TREE OF MIND – Artists: Amutha Ravindran, Sanduni Silva, Cathlene Le.
#BB
Life is an expression of the intangible through the perspective of the mind.
UKI (UTILITY KINETIC INSECT) – Artists: Make Mob. #CC
An insect born from both biological and mechanical organisms.
UNbrella – Artist: Further, Fang, and Tinyville. #DD
Raindrops are falling on your head! Come see what happens when you turn
reality inside out and be a part of a magical inversion where the umbrellas
create rain, rather than keep it from us.
WARP CHORD – Artist: Photon Emitter. #EE
Come discover the sights and sounds of the universe at the Warp Chord. This
interactive cosmic harp is the legendary intergalactic instrument invented in
Outer Telekinetika. If you’ve never had the pleasure of playing an Optokinetic
Fractal Harmonizer before, jet on over to the Warp Chord and get plucked up!
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THE EFFIGY
The Effigy will burn from 7.30pm Saturday night
EVERETT WAYNE, LEAD ARTIST.
EFFIGY LEAD, KORRI BRENNAN
EFFIGY 2iC, SULLY BRENNAN
Humankind’s search for the unknown is a millennial journey, one that
has no real beginning and will have no end. Deep Space has drawn all
of us together, from the furthest corners of this land, this earth, this
solar system and beyond.
In Deep Space we have a chance to find out who we are, and to offer
gratitude to who we were and who we are yet to be.
We are all ultimately alone yet we are also all vital to each other’s
existence, we are community, and we use this special time to reflect
on our past, present and future as a tribe.
Reaching for the stars, standing atop his illuminated spaceship neatly
and magnificently parked on the Paddock, the Man is both alien and
familiar – a stranger and a friend.
He is a guest, a visitor, an observer watching closely and quietly,
learning how we as Citizens of Red Earth City choose to live, to love,
to play and to survive in harmony with our surroundings.
He is the alien among us, a harbinger of new beginnings, the guardian
of our forest galaxy, until we launch him back into Deep Space in a
frenzy of fire and flame.
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THE TEMPLE
The Temple will burn from 8pm Sunday night
TIM (HURRICANE) BESTMAN, LEAD ARTIST.

ASTROLABE
In an effort to understand deep space we have been studying the stars
and celestial bodies for millennia. The technological development
of the Orrery, over 300 years ago, was a breakthrough in visualising
and describing the orbit of the celestial bodies. It has become a
synonymous signifier of Deep Space. Deeply laden with symbology
this piece is representative of many scales; macro, human and micro.
On a macro scale it depicts a sun and its orbiting planets, or a planet
and its orbiting moons with each external body ascending to the
ultimate event horizon at which point it is sucked into another state
of being.
At a human level I see the main sphere as ones self. The 3 orbiting
bodies spiralling around can represent many things. Yoga guru
Sadhguru would say they represent the interplay of Time, Information
and Energy. I think of them as Charkras or Poi. At a microscopic level
the central dome makes for a reasonable accurate representation
of a nucleus of an atom with electrons buzzing around it. The helix
spirals also strongly signify the sugar-phosphate backbones of DNA
strands with the support arms acting like base pairs. In these ways the
Astrolabe is the perfect place to explore Deep Space at all levels.
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THEME CAMPS
Alcazar Riffle #36
Lightning strikes behind the visual curtain/cracked open a mystical portal. Our
siddhis revealed in our recovery from amnesia throughout the mutual imagining
of a mnenomic palace, hidden within our unconscious psyche. The courtiers host
all kinds of reveries and seek to install the vision as an aesthetic open process of
fumbling. The crumbling palace is the mainscale, yearning to achieve the impossible
somewhere along the way is already beyond ordinary expectation. An elegant French
shuffle - a riffle from the dawn of time which split the parallax worlds.
Alien Welcoming Committee #30
A spacey forward thinking party zone to make any visitor feel welcome , equipped
with “The Flying Saucer” bar, 30k Squared Senses Sound, shaded dancefloor, chill out
marquee and sprinklers. Expect fun, smiles and a variety of great music!
Camp Casbah #7
A seedy bunch of audio nerds, jugglers and artists have evolved and morphed our
space over six years into the Boho Plush den of gorgeous vibes that it is today. Our
Get Down Lounge will be the site of Bloc Parties, Ska Sessions and Super Gay Discos,
while our downtime will include Chess and Sketch Clubs, Comedy shows, blissful
beats, tarot readings and more. Chill out while colouring-in the biggest continuous
mandala on the planet (maybe?) or Get Down to some serious jams. Or just come
along and drink the Cool-Aid at our Gay Disco. Literally. We’ve got six flavours!
CirCumSpectacle #39
A group of like minded friends who are, at times, a travelling troupe of pop-up
artistes looking to make a proper spectacle of themselves. With a stage strappedon to a couple of bicycles, this mirage of exhibitionists will roam the festival and
entertain the masses, making a scene wherever they see fit. Displaying their private
parts, at times, presenting a unique performance-pageant-extravaganza of sorts, at
times; These individuals are coming together to express, delight and shock the lucky
random passers by.
Coco Poco Loco #18
CPL returns to Burning Seed in 2016 with the Coco Poco Locomotive - a luxurious
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THEME CAMPS
cocktail lounge on wheels with a state of the art sound system bringing you beats and
booze around the Paddock.
Dagwood Estate # 46
Much Dogs, such wow! Dagwood Estate are gifting 1000 mini Dagwood Dogs!
Delicious deep fried mini hot dog, smothered in a thick batter, deep fried & dunked
in saucy goodness. Come and Get Daggy... served from 2pm Sunday
DETOX #45
DETOX is the place to rest, recharge and reinvigorate yourself on the paddock. A
place to love and be loved. Our gifts include cups of love to recover in the mornings,
a variety of healings (see the notice board on site), our signature Detox Pizza,
consults with Dr Love, workshops and our infamous Retox sessions.
Dirty Birds of Paradise #11
A village of brightly colored eclectic funsters who spread our wings and fly to every
corner of the paddock to liberate laughter and harvest hilarity. Our famous Slap Shot
bar will keep your spirits high and cheeks warm and our Avian Sound System (A.S.S.)
is sure to get you shaking your tail feathers! We feast on legendary Brekky Burritos
each morning, sharing laughs and ridiculousness from the night before. Groovy
tunes, happy hours, and bike blended cocktails lead to a frenzy of bird noises as we
parade out to party and spread the love all over again. KaKAW!
Free Wifi #49
Everyone loves from free wifi, pop by the wifi dome to chill, dance and recycle your
cigarette butts and chat to Matt. Bar will operate in the afternoon with unique tunes
from DJ soundbar.
Froot Society #10
Froot Society is a subsidiary of ‘More Carrot’ farmer’s market (Black Rock City). We
have mutated from ‘Juicy Carrots’ (Seed 2015) into a more tropical and flavorsome
incarnation. The Bass Bug is our chariot – a psychedelic, state-of-the-art funk
vehicle, pulling our top-shelf watermelon cocktail bar (yes that’s correct). We are
unpredictable, off-road and very seedy. Come find us if you dare for a delicious,
sweet, funk-drizzled paddock experience.
Hardware Shmardware #5
Need a screw or a big tool? No worries, come on down to Hardware Schmardware!
We fix broken stuff and break your good stuff. We lend out tools for the radically
unprepared. We also gift screws and tape to secure your tent or sparkle pony
House of 10,000 Petals #42
A sanctuary of delight where you can relax, create, laugh and connect. Come and
cuddle in the luxurious Bower nest, have your Radiance Ignited in the healing realm
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of the Lotus or just chill under the shade of a giant flower and catch the good vibes
from the sweet tunes and awesome people.
Illuminati #23
A large black marquee, filled with mirrors and super high power black lights, covered
in other computer controlled LEDs.. A monument to party lighting, and the most
amazing place to hang out on the paddock.
Intergalactic Sweat Station #44
Damn it gets chilly at night doesn’t it? In the deep cold of space, wouldn’t it be great
to slide into a hot box of warm, steamy goodness? Welcome to the Intergalactic
Sweat Station. Inside this womb-like space, hot rocks and water create clouds of
steam to help you sweat out all the toxins of a hard day of creative play. We are
running a variety of sweats including detoxifying, uplifting and sensual experiences,
storytelling and guided meditation. We believe that all universal beings deserve a
liberating uplifting sweat, free of prejudice, judgement or swimwear.
Kamp Kraken #20
A collective of eccentrics, creatives, artists, misfits, friends and lost souls who gather
to create beautiful aquatic experiences through sanctuary, healing, education,
titillation and fun. This year we have set loose from our hedonistic lair of debauchery
the infamous Slippery Tentacle. We are now wreaking havoc and mayhem, delighting
and igniting across all corners of the paddock. Be seduced by the hypnotic sonar
rhythms of the recently discovered Kraken Submarine! Climb aboard this interactive
mutant vehicle of sound, light, performance and play, immersing yourself into the
world of the Kraken.
Kids Camp - Deep Space Kids #50
Come and join the Kids Camp Deep Space Cadets. Kids’ Camp is the home for all
the baby burners at Burning Seed 2016. We keep them entertained, fed and burning
bright with families camping together.
Last Camp #51
A home away from home for Burning Man regional contacts & crew.
Middle Eastern Mafia - MEM #14
Groove on in our little slice of Middle Eastern anarchy. Our camp is aiming to keep
the tunes trackin in the exotic surrounds of mystical pleasure. There’ll be the deepest
of deep house or techno to get your booty shaking or partake of the simple pleasures
of watching our resident VJ hard at work from the chill out corner. Smoke a shisha,
tear it up on the dancefloor or wander up to the donation bar while our DJ’s set a tone
tailor made for trippers in this multicultural fantasy fusion of festival revelers.
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Mind subsiDance #4
Mind subsiDance would like to offer dance workshops of all kinds for everyone. We
also have an interactive bar for our super casual daily parties. Spin the wheel for a
drink if you dare. We plan on throwing a cocktail tea party. And not to forget our
Hanging teepee Hammock for the ultimate chill space with fellow burners.
Mint Country Club #8
The all-inclusive Day Venue, with accidental night parties! Where green loving,
sporting friends meet to slurp cucumber and minted Gin infusions. Surrounded
by sterling hospitality and outrageous Techno and Bass beats. Add cucumber
sandwiches, golf, croquet, badminton along with foosball and you have a clean, green
and pristine Burning Man inspired theme camp, offering an interactive experience.
Dress: Green to be Seen, Sporty and naughty BYO CUP Your Gin & Tonic donations
keep the Clubhouse Bar open.
Morning Joint #17
Morning Joint provides a home away from home for those looking for day time chilled
activities. With an arcade, refreshment service, relaxation space and of course music
to accompany these activities we have your daytime needs covered. We may also go
nocturnal this year for a night. You won’t miss us when we do! Just look up.
Music Medicine Magic #21
Crafty conjurers, sleepy sorcerers, easy adventurers unite! Drink a spicy brew, to the
beat of the drum, under the visual fanfare, of the fiery night sky! We invite you to join
us for this creative melting pot of mixed madness. We aim for new heights and push
the boundaries of our intergalactic frontiers.
Naked Flames #16
A safe and fun area for the celebration of life without clothes. Music, cocktails and
sun loungers, we will be gifting strategically placed bandannas for people who want
to be semi-naked flames, we will be gifting erotic massages by day and a rainbow
coloured campfire by night. Join our naked pub crawls and ‘Down with Garments’
protests!
NoFun Ski Lodge #34
Winter themed ski lodge serving up tunes and home brewed beer. But don’t get too
exited, this is a NO FUN zone, serious business only!
Over the Rainbow #38
This Wizard of Oz themed camp welcomes friendly faces of the queer persuasion as
well as their friends, family and allies. Our camp is our friendly space so come say
hi and shake it with us to an eclectic mix of music from salsa and pop through to
techno!
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Pelican Villa #27
House of hats and all things rhythm. The glowing warmth with the gift of giving. Safe
haven for those sun drenched days. A sanctuary of dance found in the haze. Gliding
through the star filled night. Come sunrise we join the pelicans in flight.
Pirainia #33
Pirainia is a happy place full of fun creative characters. Wear costumes to our party.
Join us for workshops daily at 4:20. Come have a pillow fight, dance or just chill.
Purple Turtle #35
Well met traveller. Are you in need of aid? We offer hammocks, visuals and colours.
We can offer you new memories and experiences to get lost in, sensory forms of
healing and expression. We hope you brought your sense of wonder!
Red Earth Brewery #47
Red Earth City’s only 100% all grain craft beer bar. Serving over 25 unique beers. All
Red Earth Brewery beers are hand crafted by our brewers using the finest malt, hops,
yeast and water especially for Burning Seed.
Samadhi (Inner Peace Camp) #43
A place to come down and come home, a place to learn and to connect, to create
joy and connection and accommodate Yoga Teachers, Unplugged artists, free
collaboration, dancing, artwork, poetry, and anything else that can suit peoples need
for inner peace. We aim to keep the space drug, smoke, drink and shoe free but
without rigid execution of these standards. Our space is open to any activity that
supports well-being, freedom, art, expression and health.
Snake Pit #25
Good tunes, good vibes, awesome bar, good fun.
Solaris #3
SOLARIS is the place to come for chilled good times, day or night. In the day, our
solar energy system powers a live acoustic stage. Come hang out and watch a
performance, or sign up to perform yourself on our blackboard. It needn’t be just
music - if you can do it on a stage then we welcome it! Join us for home-brewed
ginger beer on tap and treats and caffeine from our little pop-up cafe. After sunset
SOLARIS transforms. Our batteries keep the sun’s goodness locked up through the
darkness. We’ll come alive with light and colour - and a solar powered cinema! Come
and catch a short film, a cult sci-fi flick, a random 80’s cartoon or awesome music
videos.
Soul-a-flare (Solar Flare) #24
Soul-a-flare offers you a space to relax and re-energise during the day with our
espresso and soft beats, and after dark, an oasis of down-tempo, psychill and
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ambient music, amidst the chaos of Seed at night.
Splash #31
We welcome REC’s dirty hippies, grungy groovers and crusty Burners to get wet with
us for one hour every day, when we administer a refreshing sprinkling of precious
H2O. Our luscious Mermaids and Merman can administer an enthusiastic scrubbing
with a rag-on-stick upon request. Check out our sign for open times.
Star Shitty #9
Exempt from lockouts Star Shitty Casino is your cozy late night get away, lose
yourself in a swirling, maddening, fluorescent hyper-coloured casino paradise
Sunset Island #29
Sunset Island is special place on the paddock to enjoy the sunset with a cocktail
in your hand. Join hundreds to celebrate the day...dance, hug, make new friends...
perform!!! We also run yoga, Kundalini Dance and art workshops through out the day.
Music start from midday so come early to enjoy our chill out space and workshops.
Swing Dog Circus #40
Ever wanted to run away with the Circus ? Well nows your chance to explore the
shenanigans under the big top. Returning for our fourth year this family eclectic
bunch of clowns,freaks gypsies and dogs will dazzle and entertain you with electro
carnival swing beats and hi flying performance . Roll up roll up
Telekinetic Chair Repair #6
Telekinetik Chair Repair is a psychedelic playground filled with interactive art and
quirky games. Stop by at night to explore our wonderland of glowing oddities, or pop
in during the day to relax in the shade.
The Brink #26
The Brink is an experience brought to you from the edge of reality, the last hope
for human survival in a post-apocalyptic world built upon the ruins of the chaos
reactor. This great machine was built to send mankind to the stars, but instead tore
apart the fabric of space and time and inter-dimensional pockets of strangeness
began emerging. Now the Brink is the only place safe in this chaos, where you’ll find
survivors from other times and places, a sanctuary from the madness of a fractured
reality. It’s an oasis at the edge of the space-time fracture.
The Emporium #13
A wondrous gifting experience and creation that deals in giving taste buds mini
orgasms. Feeding all the lovers and haters to share the joy of a good fry-up, be it
bacon or Swiss cheese and even epic bites for the vegans... With a dash of music and
sexy mouth drinks; come get the grease grit and grime in you!
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The Hippie Trap #12
Be prepared to be Trapped in the sensory sensation that is THE HIPPIE TRAP. But
do not fear, we work on a catch and release system, though we can’t guarantee you
wont leave a little dazed and confused asking ‘What just happened?’ PS, watch out
for the dragon he’s got his eyes on you.
The Oasis #28
Open the portal and enter The Oasis: your stargazing, Aztec, warrior in orbit. Mission
with our crew to an ancient ether, a sanctuary from the arid deserts of red earth city.
Languish beneath the shade and rest your weary feet within our seated space, for
the Nefertiti or King tut in ya‘ll. Vibrate to the eclectic frequencies of Techno, House,
Drum and Bass, Glitch and more. Indulge the senses with the aromatic spices of
mulled wine and relish in the opulence of this intergalactic love-in. Take a trip with us
through time and space. Slaves to the music, together we build the phonetic pyramid.
The Orphanage #2
The Orphanage is a camp that practices the Art of Lovemosis by blending Burgins
(first-timers to a Burn), committed Burning Seeders and travelling Burners from
overseas. We create a warm family-like environment that nurtures our Burn
experiences and where the outworkings of principles are not only taught, but shown.
Check the WWW for all our events.
The Potato Family / Love Collective #48
The Love Collective: The greatest thing you will ever learn, is just to love and be
loved in return. Come down to the Love Collective where you can sip on some
delicious mocktails from our bar. Come and chill in our Zen zone and revitalize your
body and mind naturally with our herbal elixirs. Peace is our mission and love is our
religion. Come and share the love with us. The Potato Family: An area to learn all
about potatoes, chill, explore you’re creative side, show off you’re inner child and be
reminded to not take life too seriously. Come along to our Potato games on Friday
and keep an eye out for our costumed Potato Family march on Saturday morning.
The Space Inbetween #15
The Space Inbetween camp is aiming to be a safe, inclusive space for anyone 18 years
or over, new or old to the BDSM and kink related scene. We accept and encourage
self-discovery in an honest, open forum; we are LGBTQIA+ friendly, sex-positive; and
we want you to come check us out!
The Wonky Queenslanders #19
The Wonky Queenslanders are proud to be bringing both the Red Earth Forest Yoga
Shala and their art car to Burning Seed this year. Firstly we’ll straighten you out with
Wonky yoga in our dedicated yoga space, the Red Earth Forest Yoga Shala. We’ll
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have 3 classes per day of Hatha, Jivamukti and Acro yoga, as well as special music
and kirtan events. Then we’ll spend our evenings bending you into new and better
shapes with our art car, the Wonky DJs and our brand new custom built sound system
(thanks Coco Poco Loco!). Bring a cup for us to fill from our organic cold pressed
juice bar.
Tinyville #22
Look for the orange dome. Tinyville has an open stage, donation bar, awesome chill
spaces and kitchy decor. Need a break from doof? We bring funk, soul, rock, reggae,
roots, ambiance. Easily missed among the big sound camps, a haven for lost burners.
Don’t forget your goat leggings.
Toasted Faeries #37
Toasted Faeries is an art and food theme camp creation from renegade Faerie Fun
in 2015. Aimed at adults but all ages welcome (most of the times). Want somewhere
to relax and chill on cushiony softness with tasty treats, sheesha delight and varying
music of all kinds. Want to expel some magical, artistic, creative energy? Come to
our faerie meadow for endless artistic endeavours. Coloring in, canvas and group art,
body painting and general fae and foresty goodness! Enjoy our FAERIES ONLY cocktail
party (Discotheque) with sparkly rainbow beverages and fairy bread, or find our art
car HWOC (Hippies WithOut Cups - BYO CUP!!) randomly in the paddock.
Trash Mansion #32
The worst pub on the paddock returns in all its piss soaked glory. The undisputed
heavyweight scallywags of burning seed will once again bring you the best tunes,
the worst beer, the most fun. Get sexecuted! Spin that wheel! Drink from drum! Live
music! Dead music! Karaoke! Booze fueled debating! 6am comedy! Swamp donkey!
It’s all here with no strings attached.
Waystone Inn #1
Waystone Inn offers those who seek Adventure, or who are weary from it, a place to
rest, recover and take upon Quests for the betterment of Red Earth City.
Wombat Manor #41
Wombat Manor is a chill space designed for dialogue and decadence. A perfect
Manor to lounge in and sip on fine spirits, discuss topical issues, peruse the library
and enjoy and create special moments of decadence.
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EVENTS
WEDNESDAY
All day

Self Guided
Ecology Walk
@ Centre Camp

Look for the helpful map located at Centre Camp.
See photos and descriptions of the interesting
ecological features of Red Earth City. Walk and find
the matching signs around the paddock.
All day
SAFER SEX IS
Condoms and lube will be at every group of toilets
GREATER SEX!! @ in containers on the poles that hold the hand saniAll Toilets
tizer. Take what you need and be sure to look after
your bits (and your moop)! No glove, NO LOVE!
8am Mandala
Come and help colour in the longest continuous
6pm
Colouring @
mandala in the world. Well. Certainly the longest
Camp Casbah
at Seed.
8am Ignite Radiance
A line up of talented body workers and healers
6pm
Healing @ House serving throughout the festival. Stop by to see who
of 10,000 Petals is available and when.
8am Open Space @
We’re offering our space to host YOUR spon7pm
Tinyville
taneous workshop. Didn’t submit your event in
time? Come visit Tinyville and we’ll chalk you in!
Commandeer our stage, sound system, bar and
dome for whatever.
10am Waystone
Heroes! Throughout the days, the Waystone Inn
8pm
Quests! @
Bounty Board will be updated with new quests for
Waystone Inn
you to undertake! From riddles to scavenger hunts
to making people feel loved, there’ll be a perfect
quest for you!
10.30am - Chess Club @
Practical and theoretical explorations of chess. Play
12pm
Camp Casbah
and learn while you burn. Many boards and much
enthusiasm!
12pm Movie Groovy @ With big sound, comes a big screen. Bring a seat &
4pm
AWC
snack to share whilst we screen some audiovisual
delights through the big rig. Last year was Fantasia,
this year, bring a video and yours might be the one!
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WEDNESDAY
12pm 8pm
1pm 2pm
2pm 4pm
3pm 4pm

3pm 12am
3.30pm 5pm

4pm 5pm

5pm 6pm
5.30pm 6pm
6pm 8pm

Adventurers
Induction! @
Waystone Inn

Hark, Adventurers! New and seasoned, young
and old! Make your way to the Waystone Inn and
congregate beneath the Banner for the Induction
Ceremony! Latecomers can be inducted anytime!
The Paddock
Secretly want a Paddock Name but need help getName Whisperer ting there? I’ll work with you to get you the name
is in! @ Camp
you really want. There may be some arts and some
Casbah
crafts. There will definitely be joy & celebration.
Boardgames
Are you a secret scrabble aficionado? Are your
Shmordgames
Sheshpesh skills right up there? Do you enjoy a
@ Hardware
game of Arsehole or Shithead? Then come on down
Shmardware
for our afternoon festivities.
Queer Poetry
Poetry in 2016 is rather odd isn’t it? Rather weird
Hour @ Over the - rather queer? Well this queer certainly thinks so!
Rainbow
Enjoy an hour of wall to wall poetry. Either come to
enjoy or be spontaneous and participate! Everyone
is welcome and anyone can perform.
Sunset Island
Come early to enjoy the sunshine and groovy tunes
Opening Party @ to dance away into the first Sunset at Burning Seed.
Sunset Island
HeckNoTechno
Are you sick of doof doof doof doof? Come to Dirty
Happy Hour @
Birds for some beers and beats from a time before
Dirty Birds
the interwebs was a thang. There will be FUNK,
there will be GRUNGE, but there will be HECKNOTECHNO!!
Compassion
Join us for a guided meditation as we connect with
Meditation @
ourselves, each other and the world... fostering
Detox
and growing our compassion together and healing
our relationships with ourselves and others, across
any perceived distance. Facilitator: Troy.
Evening yoga
Get straightened out before we all get Wonky.
@ The Wonky
Queenslanders
Official Opening Join the faeries for their grand theme camp
@ Toasted
opening/cutting of the ribbon. Bubbly and BBQ
Faeries
celebration.
Red Earth Radio’s Red Earth City’s own radio station is throwing a
Talent Taster @
party so that you can ‘taste the talent’ at Burning
RERFM
Seed. Swing by the studio with a special request
or listen live on 92.3 FM. The crew would love to
share the tunes, beers and a sausage sizzle!
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6pm 6am

Pulse
Connection @
House of 10,000
Petals
Welcome
Weirdos @ AWC

6.30pm 4.30am

Space Cinema @
Purple Turtle

7pm 9pm

Hello Dhalings
@ Hardware
Shmardware
Wookie sweat
@ Intergalactic
Sweat Station
Let’s get Wonky
@ The Wonky
Queenslanders

6pm 2am

7pm 8pm
7pm 12am
7.30pm 10.30pm
8pm 9pm
9pm 11pm

11.11pm 12.12am
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Little People
Movie Time @
Kid’s Camp
Compress into
your Burn! @ The
Orphanage
Movie - The Wizard of Oz @ Over
the Rainbow
ARSE Meeting
@ The
Orphanage

Feel like you and your friend are not in sync? Utilize
a biofeedback light sculpture to connect with
another person. May also be found out exploring
the paddock.
Each night AWC will fire up the fun brigade with a
variety of aural delights. The drinks will flow from
the flying saucer bar, as smiles are put on dials and
boogies into butts. Say hi, have fun & welcome a
new friend into your life.
Join us in Hammock Land to gaze up at the stars,
or at the big screen. Showing tonight: journey into
deep-ish space. Blockbuster space.
To the theme of Dame Edna this is a ‘mix your own
dhal’ dinner party. Bring out your feather boas and
bejewelled glasses for this evening entertainment!
We will be firing up our space station with the
rookie wookie sweat. Not too hot, not too steamy,
but will get you warm and fuzzy for your first night.
Drop your tools for the evening and let’s get
Wonky at the first party on the paddock. We’ll be
roaming around hunting drinks and warmth so look
for the little house on wheels and listen for the DJs.
G rated movies shown in our cozy movie marquee.
BYO cushions, snacks and blankies.
A workshop about ‘compression’. What is it? How
does it affect your burn experience, how to use it
for your advantage in everyday life.
Come join us at Over the Rainbow for a screening
of everyone’s old favourite the Wizard of Oz. This
family friendly event is a great time to rest and
recharge with candy, fairy floss and other treats to
all our munchkin friends.
Abductee and Recovering Survivors of Extraterrestrials (ARSE) network meeting. Sharing of stories
and support for survivors of alien abductions. You
are not alone in the Universe.

THURSDAY

THURSDAY
All day
All day
6am 7am

8am 10am
8am 10am

8am 9am
8am 6pm
8am 6pm
8am 7pm
8.30am 9.30am

8.30am 10am
8.30am
11.30am

Self Guided Ecology Walk @ Centre Camp (see Wednesday)
SAFER SEX IS GREATER SEX!! @ All Toilets (see Wednesday)
6am Comedy
Are you good at standing? Good at telling jokes?
Hour @ Trash
Bad at telling jokes? Too drunk to stand? Either
Mansion
way, come and channel your inner comic in front
of a diaspora of humourless, semi-conscious
reprobates.
Art Appreciation Join a band of adventurers to explore the art of the
Walk @
paddock. Shiny! Meet at Balloon to the Moon, see
Balloon to the
map reference B.
Moon
The Reset @
The Reset is two hours where we turn the music
Everywhere
down across the paddock to replenish, recharge
and reset for the days (and nights!) ahead. Please
support the Reset by turning down/off any amplified music or generators during this time.
Kids’ Cafe @
The Deep Space Cadets gift breakfast (to the exKid’s Camp
acting standards of your average 6 six year old.).
Ignite Radiance Healing @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Mandala Colouring @ Camp Casbah
(see Wednesday)
Open Space @ Tinyville
(see Wednesday)
Yin/Yang Yoga @ Returning for 2016, Yin/Yang Yoga @ Soul-a-Flare
Soul-a-flare Tent will get you started with delicious morning yoga comprising half standing active (yang) & half down
on the mat deeper (yin) poses to balance & invigorate. Beginners welcome: mats provided or BYO.
Merry Burnmass Every morning is Christmas at The Orphanage!
@ The
Experience and enjoy carols, sing-a-longs, gifts and
Orphanage
Orphanauts.
Detox Love @
Each morning we share Cups of Love, healings, our
Detox
signature Detox Pizza and consults with Dr Love.
Check the notice board to see which healers are
available.
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9am 11am

9am 11am

9am 10.30am
10am 12pm

10am 1pm

10am 12pm

10am 11am

10am 12.30pm
10am 12pm
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Bananas and
Bass @ Froot
Society

Basically it’s just another soulful, funk encrusted
arrangement ft. FROOT SOCIETY DJ’s and The Bass
Bug v2.0. That’s correct - It’s the freshest morning
party on the paddock!!! Banana Smoothies and
Bloody Marys unite.
Plein Air Painting Learn the principles of painting the landscape outon the Playa! @
doors. This workshop will lead you through the full
Sunset Island
journey from bare canvas to a finished landscape
painting. All skill levels are welcome, and canvas,
brushes and paint will be provided.
Kundalini Yoga @ Wake up your system with
House of 10,000 Kundalini yoga and get charged for the day!
Petals
Soulistic Yoga @ Stretch yourself into energetic and physical awareSacred Circle /
ness. Soulistic yoga is concerned with the flow
Sacred Seed
of energy, expanding our sensory perception to
include subtler aspects of our
being. Fusion of Hatha, Kundalini and Tantra Agama
Yoga. All levels!
RED Talks @ The RED Talks is the “TED talks” equivalent of Burning
Orphanage
Seed - designed to enhance the experience for
participants through inspiring and imaginative Talks
and Performances that relate to the Burning Seed
event theme and Burning Man principles.
Brekky Burritos Y’all know you want one - guacamole drenched
@ Dirty Birds
bacon with the fix’ns, all wrapped in a tasty tortilla.
Hell, even vegans want one! Pop up bevy events!
Chow down as DJ’s let rip sweet sounds from our
ASS (Avian Sound System). Come & Get It KAKAW!!
Breakfast
Roll outta your dreams into House of 10,000 Petals
Rejuvenation @ for breakfast each morn. Delight your taste-buds!
House of 10,000 Radiant and connect with friends! Share your
Petals
debauchery of the night (or minutes!) before &
start your day fed, hugged & feeling royal.
Space Cadet
Kids’ art & craft activities.
Creatives @
Kid’s Camp
Soul-a-caffeine
Refuel your warp drives at Soul-a-flare every day
@ Soul-a-flare
from 10am to midday with our espresso shots.

THURSDAY
10am 5pm

Potato / Love
Workshops
@ The Potato
Family workshop
space
Faery Cave @
Toasted Faeries

11am 12pm

Let’s go for a
walk! @ Detox

A variety of workshops encouraging creativity,
arts/crafts, writing and well-being activities that
have a connection to POTATO or LOVE. This space
can also be opened for other Seed residents
wanting to hold a workshop. See board for details.
10am Unwind in the faerie cave. Paint, colour and cre8pm
ate to your heart’s desire. Relax to cool tunes on
our soft cushions under the ferns and vines. Enjoy
faerie mischief, tasty treats, dress-ups, body
painting as well as our art car/space bar.
10am Waystone Quests! @ Waystone Inn
8pm
(see Wednesday)
10.30am - Yoga @ Swing
Join us for an invigorating hatha/vinyasa yoga ses12pm
Dog Circus
sion, followed by a half hour meditation session.
Come away stronger and refreshed in body, mind
and soul.
11am DIRT Ranger
Compulsory Training for any new Rangers who
3pm
Training @
have been unable to attend training sessions in
Centre Camp
their resident cities.
11am Sketch Club @
Come and fall in love with an elbow or become
12pm
Camp Casbah
enamoured with an earlobe. Sketch, model, create. All materials provided and models welcome.
11am Clarity and Con- Negotiating sex at Seed. Internationally acclaimed
12pm
sent @ House of public speaker Benny will teach us how to take no
10,000 Petals
for an answer and hear the best kinds of yes.
11am Consent
Presenting a Consent work on BDSM. We accept
12pm
Workshop R18+ and encourage self discovery in an honest, open
@ The Space
forum; we are LGBTQIA+ friendly; sex-positive;
Inbetween
and we want you to come and check us out! R18+
11am Indigenous
What Plant is this? Indigenous Plants Tour of
12pm
Plants w Dee @
Burning seed starting from Toasted Faeries theme
Toasted Faeries
camp.

11.30am - The INTERGA2.30pm
LACTIC Brunch
@ The Emporium

Would anyone like to join me for a stroll? Let’s
meet up at camp Detox and go for an adventure
walk through the beautiful bush that surrounds us.
Facilitator: Disco.
An epic paddock BBQ and sexy mouth drinks with a
side of -The Beastie Boys Songathon.
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12pm

12pm 2pm
12pm 1pm

12pm 8pm

12pm 2pm

12pm 2pm

12pm 1pm

12pm 1pm
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Gifting Hair
Cuts + Dreads @
Sunset Island

Feel Medusa, Rapunzel, Thor or go crazy at midday
on Sunset Island and get a gifted hair cut or
dread lock by talented Brazilian and Indonesian
barberesso’s. Chop Chop Seedy burners.
Women’s Self
Learn situational awareness and other practical
Defence Class @ skills to defend yourself when things go south. One
Centre Camp
mind, any weapon.
Fire Spinning
Fiera Flow will introduce you to the wonderful
Workshop @
world of flow arts and share with you the tricks of
Swing Dog Circus the trade. Introduction to single staff spinning. All
practice with unlit props but tips on fire safety will
be included.
The Brinks
Set phasers to stun and get down on the BRINK's
Wonky
Wonky Spaceship. Come for an afternoon of the
Spaceship @ The swerviest sounds this side of Saturn, guided by the
Brink
Brink’s Special Operations Unit, Snakepit Sound
Navigators, AWC Probers and Pirainia Commander.
Cosmic Clothing Come spruce up your clothes to suit the Deep
Alterations @
Space theme by painting, sewing shapes to them,
The Orphanage
repairing them, cutting and resewing and embroidery. Bring your own spacey bling to use or share
and we will have plenty to spare!
Rainbow
Shift a Core Wound with grace and ease. If the
Well-being @
same things keep happening in your life and you
Sacred Circle /
are ready to let them go, then this group workshop
Sacred Seed
is for you. Let go of that pattern and release that
which is holding you back. Bring a cushion/pillow.
Midday Melting
Step into your deep space and let your core fluidity
Yoga @ House
move you. Drop. Drop. Drop into the bass. The
of Petals 10,000 sexy, sensational, heavy moves your body grooves.
Petals
WARNING: May induce extreme Zen and time
dissolve.
Splash @ Splash
(next to Trash
Mansion)

The weary crew of the HMAS Scumbucket have put
in for repairs at the watery Splash Planet, yet all
is not as it seems. Come get fresh with with us at
Splashdown; also featuring VIP detailing with the
Splashettes, thrilling watersports & tunes.

THURSDAY
12pm 7pm
12pm 4pm

1pm 2pm
1pm 3.30pm

1pm 2pm
1pm 3pm

1pm 3pm

1pm 3pm

1pm 2pm
1pm 3.30pm

The space
between flares @
Soul-a-flare
Nipple Fortune
Telling @
Roaming

Take a break from the hectic afternoons by dropping into Soul-a-flare for various TBA
activities and chilled tunes.
Lesser known than palm reading, tarot and
phrenology, Nipple Fortune Telling is a specialised
practice stemming back to ancient times. Expose
both nipples (or all three), and get ready to learn
your future - the nipples never lie!
Wordly Wisdoms Come and have a refreshing beverage while we dis@ Detox
cuss ways to incorporate some exciting thoughtforms into our realities. Facilitator: Duncan.
Meet The
Pop in for a Gin and practice your swing. Get
Minters @ Mint
friendly with the Minters and their clubhouse,
Country Club
courses and tables. Talk up your game and collect
your iconic 2016 membership. Wear green to be
seen or sporty naughty. BYOC.
Slacklining @
Slacklining with Bibi!
Swing Dog Circus
Potato costume Ever wanted to be a potato? Come make your own
making @ The
potato outfit, or fine tune a pre-existing one. Then
Potato Family
show it off on our Potato Family march to occur
workshop space on Saturday arvo with a bunch of other marauding
misfits around the city.
Changing Your
Let’s discuss how to change our lives, like how to
Life @ Doing it
actually convince ourselves to live the way we want
Ourselves Dome to live! Let’s learn some emotional skills and figure
(near house of
out how we can practically live utopia as much as
10,000 Petals)
we possibly can!
Red Earth
Join the Red Earth Ecology team for a fun and
Ecology
informative walk around Red Earth City that is suitBushwalk @
able for all ages. Learn about the local ecosystem,
Centre Camp
it’s plants and animals, our projects and plans, and
how to lesson our impact on the site.
Beginner Poi @
Beginner Poi Workshop - Fundamental Poi Skills.
House of 10,000 Bring your own or borrow our Poi.
Petals
Casbah Consent CCCSS encourages a warm and consent practice
Cuddle &
focused space for physical touch. We will begin with
Snuggle Space @ a meditation followed by a series of small group
Camp Casbah
activities around consent and touch. Then get ready
for happy fuzzies as we snuggle and cuddle!
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2pm 4pm
2pm 3pm
2pm 3pm

2pm 4pm
2pm 3pm
2pm 4pm

2pm 8pm

2pm 4pm

2pm 5pm
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Eye Gazing @
House of 10,000
Petals
Giant Pictionary
@ Mind
Subsidence
Self Care
Workshop @
Detox

The Human Connection Movement hosts space in
this intimate encounter.
Sharpen your drawing skills for a game of pictionary. LARGE pictionary.

Maximise your party experience with helpful tips
and techniques to minimise physical discomfort for
yourself and friends. Facilitated by Nic Tate - nurse,
massage therapist, trainer, entertainer and lover
of humans!
Tie Dye Your
Tie Dye your undies (and other clothes of your
Undies @
choice)! Hardware Shmardware is holding a Tie
Hardware
Dye spectacular replete with a rainbow plethora of
Schmardware
colours to suit your underwear.
Henna Workshop Join us at this fun and relaxing henna session under
@ Swing Dog
the Big Top at SDC. Learn the basics of henna, then
Circus
let’s get creative and doodle on each other or on
yourself!
BDSM on a
Ever see those $$ toys lying around and wonder if
budget @ The
it’s worth it? Curious about the tools of the trade?
Space Inbetween Drop by and get a crash course on what we call
pervertables: everyday objects you can use to
spice up your sex life. R18+
Faery Cocktail
Faery debauchery at its finest. Enjoy sparkling,
Party @ Toasted infused vodka shots from a silver platter. Tasty
Faeries
treats.
Dancing. Body painting. Shisha. Please come
dressed in your faery finest! Joined by our Hippies
Without Cups Art Car/Space Bar. BYOC!
CirCumSpectacle A travelling troupe of pop-up performance artistes
@ Roving
looking to make a proper spectacle of themselves
all around the place. They may pull up beside you
and spit one out. Door to door entertainment at
your service.
Wombat Forum
Wombat Forum is the space to satisfy your burning
@ Wombat
curiosity; with dialogues ranging from quanManor
tum physics to consciousness, neuroscience to
democracy.

THURSDAY
2pm 4pm

2pm 4pm
2.30pm 4.30pm
2.30pm 4pm
3pm 4pm

3pm 5pm
3pm 12am
3pm 4pm

3pm 4pm

3.30pm 5pm

Jazzles in SPACE!
@ Deep Space
Astronaut
Sparkly Pod

Want some DISCO BALLS, a butt-jazzle, a back-jazzle, a boob-jazzle or a straight up vajazzle or pejazzle?... then get ready to be pampered with little
rhinestones, baby! Your best bits will be stellar by
the time we’re finished with ya!
Boardgames Shmordgames @ Hardware Schmardware
(see Wednesday)
Air Guitar
Unleash the Fury and come shred out to your
Competition @
favourite Hair Metal Classics. You will be judged
Dirty Birds
and the winner will get a suitably metal prize. Bring
your own air guitar.
Safe, Silent
Come and allow your heart to receive what it needs
Touching Circle
without speaking a word. Enter the Sacred Circle
@ Sacred Circle and receive touch in the way your inner child de/ Sacred Seed
sires. Visit anytime between 2.30 and 4pm.
Kissing
Be gently guided through a range of activities in
Workshop @
a safe space where consent and kissing go hand
Detox
in hand. We guarantee this workshop will put a
smile on your face... and you’ll be happy to do the
homework after class. Facilitator: Dr Love.
PEER Ranger
Compulsory Training for any new PEER Rangers
who have been unable to attend training sessions
Training @ The
in their resident cities.
Sanctuary
Sunset Island
Come early to enjoy the sunshine and groovy tunes
Day Party into
to dance away into Sunset with a cocktail in your
Sunset @ Sunset hand.
Island
Collaborative
Starting with a complete body and voice warm up,
Body Play @
this workshop will focus on contact improvisation
Swing Dog Circus and butoh performance. Designed to help participants find their own natural movement within a
creative, collaborative process.
Tassel TwirlA fun and safe space where everyone (women,
O-Rama @ The
men, and everyone in between!) gets to take their
Emporium
gear off, shake and embrace their bodies with a
little burlesque novelty TASSEL TWIRLING! Highly
recommended by doctors to improve circulation!
HeckNoTechno Happy Hour @ Dirty Birds
(see Wednesday)
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4pm 6pm
4pm 5pm

4pm 6pm

4pm 6pm

4.30pm 5.30pm
5.15pm 545pm

5.30pm
10.30p

5.30pm 7pm
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Acro yoga Jam
Session @ House
of 10,000 Petals
Dating with
Dorothy - Speed
Dating @ Over
the Rainbow

Get Flexi and fly to a high like none other. Balance
and connection all in one.

Whatever your sexuality, find love with our ‘Evil
Cupid’ speed dating. Multiple sexualities - this is
Poly / Homo / Bi / Pan / Couples / Everybody
friendly. Sign-up as an individual or with your
partner/s to find Mr/Ms/Mx Right!
Burners on Bikes Burners on Bikes are proud to announce a Burning
Bicycle
Seed Bicycle Adventure! Departing from Wombat
Adventure @
Manor on our decorated bikes, we will cruise the
Wombat Manor theme camps and art installations before finishing
at Sunset Island for sunset drinks and a boogie.
Systemic Change The folks from Doing It Ourselves would love to
Movement @ Do- talk with you all about strategic ideas for how we
ing it Ourselves
might really change the world. Let’s aim for what
Dome (near
we really want, and maybe, just maybe, we’ll get it!
house of 10,000
petals)
Welcome to
The official opening and welcoming to burning seed
Country @ Near from local Wiradjuri elders.
Centre Camp
Fire Enclave
Come meet other Fiery Hearts, your Enclave.
Welcome Meet
Receive a pass to ignite your fire. Explanation of all
Up @ Fire
procedure, safety, regs & guidelines.
Enclave Contact Burning Seed requires everyone to attend a Meet
Board
up, before they light up at Seed. Next Meet Up Sat
12.30pm.
Tentacled Space Kamp Kraken’s spacecraft crashed near the MEM
Vixens party @
dome and they are holding a party filled with
Middle Eastern
dancing, seduction, gluttony, self indulgence,
Mafia Dome
desires and intoxicating tunes. There will be
temptations and pleasures in this alluring galaxy so
be careful!
Barbarella’s
Barbarella is giving away her clothes! Visit
Wardrobe @
Barbarella’s spaceship and wardrobe for a quirky,
Outside Middle
intergalactic costume and makeup styling session
Eastern Mafia
and interactive experience. Keep the outfit as your
Dome
gift from us.

THURSDAY
6pm 8pm

6pm 8.30pm

6pm 11pm

6pm 8pm
6pm 7pm

6pm 2am
6pm 6am
6.30pm 4.30am
7pm 8pm
7pm 2am

Casbah Comedy
Lounge @ Camp
Casbah

Want to watch/perform stand up? Come to the
Comedy Lounge @ The Casbah Tent! Whether
you’re a professional or it’s your first time, sign
up and do a 3-5 minute set! Sign-up sheets are
outside the Casbah Tent, or just rock up 15 mins
before the show!
Immersive
Interactive art attuning you to subtle energies. The
Contemplations Digital Shamans create sonic soundscapes bathing
@ House of
you in cymatic mandalas, indulging senses of heart,
10,000 Petals
mind, body and soul in a totally immersive digital
ayahuasca experience! Please bring blindfold.
Luminance
Come explore the magical
Laboratory @
interaction of paint and light. With a glow wall
Telekinetic Chair for light painting, canvases and glow paint for
Repair
light-shift art, and UV body painting (BYO canvas).
Feel free to bring your own paint, brushes, and
canvases if you like.
Opening of
Our official Sacred Seed opening for 2016. Be
Sacred Seed @
welcomed on to Sacred Seed, with singing, ritual
Sacred Circle /
and hongis - a traditional Māori greeting, harkening
Sacred Seed
back to the origins of Sacred Seed at Kiwiburn.
Potatoes to eat! We respect other potatoes but the potato in
@ The Potato
vegetable form is SO delicious and nutritious that
Family / Love
we encourage the devouring of non-humanoid
Collective
potatoes. Come enjoy some scrumptious potato
snacks to give you sustenance for the night ahead.
Pulse Connection @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Welcome Weirdos @ AWC
(see Wednesday)
Space Cinema @ Join us in Hammock Land to gaze up at the stars,
Purple Turtle
or at the big screen. Showing tonight: Movies for
kids? Movies for all! Then some comedies.
Vulcan sweat
This sweat is designed for all vegetarian species.
@ Intergalactic
Hot and sweaty just like we like it, with some
Sweat Station
intergalactic post sauna vegetarian treats.
MCC Deep Space Adjust your telemetry with smooth house beats
Portal @ Mint
building in tempo to tech house, techno and
Country Club
beyond. You won’t reach Deep Space without the
brains and hospitality of Mint Country Club BYO
beaker or cup. Gin donations appreciated.
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7pm 9pm
7pm 8pm

7.30pm 9pm
7.30pm 10.30pm
8pm 4am

8pm 2am
8pm 10pm

8pm 4am

9pm 3am
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Soup with a Dash Please Sir can I have some more?! No not gruel
of Wisdom @
but yummy homemade soup made with love
The Orphanage
(gluten free and vegan). Pop over for some warm
soup and heart warming messages and company.
Grand Gala
The grand gala opening on Thursday of Maharaja’s
Opening
Meme Museum in the presence of distinguished
Museum of
company marks the great event in the annals of
Memes (see
the Meme history of Earth. Champagne will be
ARTery listing)
served - bring your fanciest hats.
1969-2016: A
Bowie’s Space Oddity was released in 1969, and
Space Oddity @ the Starman returned to space forever in 2016.
Soul-a-flare
Join Soul-a-flare for a retrospective of David
Bowie’s music from dusk on Thursday evening.
Little People Movie Time @ Kid’s Camp
(see Wednesday)
Space Jungle
Your friends from Newcastle invite you to a
Party @ Mind
kick-ass dance floor extravaganza! Be sure to
Subsidence
make it for the champagne pop at 9pm - we are a
new camp and want to celebrate our virgin seed
hosting experience! Get sucked into the space
jungle vortex!
Sleeze Ball @
The main play night at The Space Inbetween. TSI
The Space
brings you Sleeze Ball to Burning seed. Dress in
Inbetween
your finest fetish attire and come and play dance
the night away. We offer a save SSC space. R18+
Star Gazing
Guided sky talks , learn about indigenous
/ Indigenous
astronomy and stories , gaze at the stars through
Astronomy @
a huge telescope.
Yindyamarrar
Circle
Interdimensional Take your mind to another dimension with our
Ambience @
selection of psychedelic ambient, down-tempo
Soul-a-flare
trance, trip-hop, glitch and space music each
evening.
Ultraviolet Riot
@ The Brink

Come in your finest white or fluoro attire to be lit
up by the black lights while the heavy DnB whomps
resonate out of the BRINK sound system.

THURSDAY
9pm 10pm
9pm 1am

11pm 12am

11.11pm 12.12pm

Love, Sex and
Burning @ The
Orphanage
Cocktails and
Bass @ Froot
Society

A workshop about consent in relationships, finding
a partner in life and navigating the Burner community together.
FROOT SOCIETY debut cocktail
party featuring ‘Bass Bugg v2.0’ & the infamous
Froot Society Dj’s. Serving womp & wobble, funky
crunk, boom bap and top shelf Froot Society
cocktails -- to get you JUICY!
The Cosmic Walk The Cosmic Walk is a traditional deep ecology
2 Sacred Circle / ritual, re-telling the story of the 14 billion history of
Sacred Seed
the Cosmos, Earth, and humanity. Bring an acoustic
instrument, your voice to sing with, and your feet
to walk or dance with through the spiral of the
galaxy into Deep Space.
ARSE Meeting @ The Orphanage
(see Wednesday)

FRIDAY
All day
All day
12am 2am
6am 12pm

6am
8am 10am
8am 9am

Self Guided Ecology Walk @ Centre Camp
(see Wednesday)
SAFER SEX IS GREATER SEX!! @ All Toilets
(see Wednesday)
Dead Bat Jack’s
The very best punk of the last 40 years and the
Punk Rock
very worst tins for $40/case, just the way god
Pissup @ Trash
would have wanted. Gabba Gabba Fuck Yeah!
Mansion
Morning Glory @ Wake up to smooth and serene luscious sounds
AWC
as our selectors RENNIE, JackATTACK, Cheech
Killedpatrick & Gillyweed take you on a journey
through ambient, deep funk, spacey disco and
soulful progressive house.
6am Comedy Hour @ Trash Mansion
(see Thursday)
The Reset @ Everywhere
(see Thursday)
Kids’ Cafe @ Kid’s Camp
(see Thursday)
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8am 6pm
8am 6pm
8am 7pm
8.30am 9.30am
8.30am 10am
8.30am 11.30am
9am 10.30am
10am 12pm

10am 10.59am
10am 11am
10am 12pm
10am 11am
10am 12,30pm
10am 12pm
10am 5pm
10am 8pm
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Ignite Radiance Healing @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Mandala Colouring @ Camp Casbah
(see Wednesday)
Open Space @ Tinyville
(see Wednesday)
Yin/Yang Yoga @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)
Merry Burnmass @ The Orphanage
(see Thursday)
Detox Love @ Detox
(see Thursday)
Kundalini Yoga @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Thursday)
Lovers ImmerLovers Immersive creates an intimate loving space
sive @ House of where blindfolded, you dive into a blissful sensory
10,000 Petals
experience focussed on the subtle creative and
playful energies within you and your partner. Connect in beauty and revel in romance.
Pirate Yoga
Pirates Ahoy! Walk the plank without Pilates! Get
Olympics @
your Pirate on and yoga like a Captain!
Dirty Birds
Tarot with
What do you already know that you need conJayman @ The
firmed? Proceed into the deep space of Jayman’s
Orphanage
tarot cards at your own risk.
Brekky Burritos @ Dirty Birds
(see Thursday)
Breakfast Rejuvenation @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Thursday)
Space Cadet Creatives @ Kid’s Camp
(see Thursday)
Soul-a-caffeine @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)
Potato / Love Workshops @ The Potato Family / Love Collective
(see Thursday)
Faery Cave @ Toasted Faeries
(see Thursday)

FRIDAY
Waystone Quests! @ Waystone Inn
(see Wednesdsay)
Morning yoga
Get straightened out before we all get Wonky.
@ The Wonky
Queenslanders
10am Ossa’s Cuties
Yummy shakshuka and other treats from Ossa’s
12pm
Shakshuka @
Cuties, fresh coffee from the SOLARIS coffee van.
Solaris
10am Morning
Morning events daily from the SOLARIS so1pm
Blackboard
lar-powered stage, including workshops and
Events @ Solaris music (check the SOLARIS blackboard).
10am Indonesian
Join Alfred Pek’s cooking class for the world’s
1pm
Vegan Cooking
most delicious food - genuine Indonesian Vegan
Class @ The
Rendang. This is a slow cook meal. The feast will
Orphanage
be held in the evening 5:30pm. He will also teach
you how to make a traditional Gado Gado to share
for lunch at the end of the cooking class. BYO
Plate and cutlery.
10.30am - Yoga @ Swing Dog Circus
12pm
(see Thursday)
11am Sketch Club @ Camp Casbah
12pm
(see Thursday)
11am Nutrition and
Join us for a discussion on nutrition and health
12pm
mindfulness @
with all your questions answered. This is followed
Detox
by a mindfulness meditation using different foods,
to become more aware about our food and what
our bodies need and don’t need. Facilitator:
Jasmina.
11am Human Library
The Human Library is stocked with informative
2pm
by KampKraken Human Books ready to talk topics from Sexy
Consent to Kamp Kraft. Look for our magic golden
book bus (submarine) as it tours the paddock.
Presentation preceded by loud literary linguistics,
listen out!
10am 8pm
10am 11am

11am 12pm

Five Love
Languages
Discussion
@ Over the
Rainbow

The Five Love Languages, is a book on a theory
that each person understands love in different
ways. This workshop is a guided discussion to help
you identify your primary love language and to
identify your partner’s love language.
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11am 1pm

11am 12.30pm
11am 12pm

11am 12pm
11am 12pm

12pm 12am
12pm 1pm
12pm 1pm

12pm 6pm
12pm 1pm
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Butt bin
workshop @
Purple Turtle

Do tiny bits of moop make you feel sad inside?
Sick of putting rubbish in your pockets? Are you a
smoker with butt problems? We can help! We have
everything you need to make your own personalised butt bin with Purple Turtle!
Radical SelfThis is a sacred Soul Retrieval ritual to connect
Expression
with and embody your truest self through visualisWorkshop @ The ation, movement and dance.
Orphanage
Shibari
Shibari 101 – An introduction to some beginner ties
Workshop @ The in Japanese bondage. Learn how to negotiate rope
Space Inbetween bondage fun with your bondage buddy, some safe
ways to tie your lovers limbs to a bed and a tidy
little hogtie! BYO Rope. R18+
Indigenous
Aussie bush foods. A touch and taste experience.
Plants w Dee @
-Indigenous Plants with Deidrie.
Toasted Faeries
Utopian SingWe come together today to sing joyful and
along @ Doing it inspiring songs about co-creating the movement
Ourselves Dome, towards a happy and fair society. We’ll be leading
(near House of
ourselves in a non-hierarchical way, all singing
10,000 Petals)
abilities encouraged, and everyone is welcome!
Lunachicks @
Burning Witches Association presents an All female
AWC
DJ line up hosted by Alien Welcoming Committee.
Happy hour to coincide with Mobile Art Car Crawl.
Midday Metal
Two juggernauts of the paddock come together in
Madness @ AWC a battle of metal music muscle. Stand back and be
awe as AWC toughs it against CPL. BOOM BOOM
BOOM!
Queer Sexual
This sex-positive workshop is an interactive
Health Worksession where we will discuss sexual health from
shop @ Over the a queer perspective. What are the risks of HIV?
Rainbow
When should we test for STIs? All this & more will
be covered so everyone can stay safe while having
fun.
Happy Hour!!!
Come and sample from our large selection of deli@ Red Earth
cious craft beers, handmade using the finest hops,
Brewery
yeast and malts. BYOC!
Let’s Get Upside Acroyoga for beginners, armstands & handstands.
Down @ Swing
Dog Circus

FRIDAY
Rope Jam @ The For all those people who love rope bondage! Bring
Space Inbetween your fave tips and your learning brain! This event is
a peer to peer event for sharing rope love and just
a fun space practice your skills. R18+
12pm Midday Melting Yoga @ House of 10,000 Petals
1pm
(see Thursday)
Splash @ Splash (next to Trash Mansion)
12pm 1pm
(see Thursday)
12pm The space between flares @ Soul-a-flare
7pm
(see Thursday)
12.30pm - The Grub Master An epic paddock COOKING COMPETITION/SHOW!
3.30pm
@ The Emporium 2 teams of 3 go head to head cooking up a sexy
paddock grub; tasted by the audience & winners to
be decided on flavour and presentation.
1pm Cheese n bickies Come join us for and afternoon of Cheese n
2pm
@ Dagwood
Bickies. Dagwood Estate will be providing a sultry
Estate
soundtrack from legendary crooner “Richard
Cheese” to get your afternoon swinging! BYO
Bickies.....
1pm Death Cafe @
Death is something we all have in common. But we
2pm
Detox
fear it deeply, we fear the unknown. I believe that it
is only through accepting death that we may truly
live. What are your thoughts? Join me for a conversation and a cup of tea. Facilitator: Disco.
1pm 1st Seed EmRoll up & Roll out!! Join a myriad of awesome
7pm
Bar-Go @ Purple camps with the first Burning Seed Bar (Cart) Crawl!
Turtle
Bars will be crawling from PT to amazing destinations around Seed, finishing at Sunset Stage. Meet
at 1 for a 2pm start. Let’s see (th)Em-Bar(s)-Go!
12pm 1pm

1pm 2pm

Hooping @
Hooping with Bibi! Please BYO hoop if you can as
Swing Dog Circus only limited hoops provided.

1pm 3pm

Taking Seed Utopia Home! @ Doing it Ourselves
Dome, (near 10,000

1pm 2pm

Why isn’t life always like this? Why do we have to
live in this fucked up world? How can we change
it? In our own lives and on a bigger scale? How can
we kill our day job and really do what we want to
Petals)
do? Let’s talk!
Beginner Poi Workshop @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Thursday)
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1pm 3pm
1pm 1.45pm

1pm 3pm
1pm 2pm
2pm 4pm
2pm 4pm

2pm 4pm

2pm 3pm

2pm 4pm
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Burner Women
Fucking Up the
Patriarchy @
Camp Casbah
Wim Hof Breath
Workshop @
Sunset Island

Feminist killjoys on the paddock! All female-identified Burners are welcome to join us for a laid back
mingle. We are ferocious but we give great hugs.
Drinks and light snacks provided.
Learn a breath technique to improve energy levels
& sleep quality, release toxins & stress, increase
hormones & endorphins & boost your immune
system. Leave blissed out & “high on your own
supply” with the knowledge to integrate into daily
life.
Ginger Jam @
Live music jam and the official opening of the
Solaris
SOLARIS ginger beer bar.
The Paddock Name Whisperer is in! @ Camp Casbah
(see Wednesday)
Eye Gazing @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Thursday)
Make your own
Make your unique headpiece from recycled mateheadpiece &
rials and get body painted to complete your look
body art workfor our deep space under the sea party tonight.
shop @ Sunset
Please bring some recycled items for your unique
Island
creation.
The World-FaCome one, come all to the world-famous LYCRA
mous Lycra Bar
BAR CRAWL, touring the best theme camp bars in
Crawl @ Trash
our shiny, stretchy finest. Meet us for a welcome
Mansion
drink at Trash Mansion, before we wind our way
through the best the paddock has to offer! BYO
cup!
Booze Fuelled
After succesfully remembering to actually hold
Debate Hour @
the debate last year, this year we hope to break
Trash Mansion
the record by remembering to hold it again. It
will definitely happen one afternoon, provided we
remember. Be there or don’t, it’s kind of just a
matter of happenstance.
Contact WorkThe joy of contact dance, brought to Burning Seed
shop/Jam @
by you! All levels of experience are welcome and
Alcazar Riffle
encouraged to come along! Some explaining/
teaching and then move into an open jam.

FRIDAY
2pm 6pm

2pm 3pm

2pm 4pm

2pm 5pm
2pm 3pm
2pm 3pm
2pm 3.30pm
2pm 5pm
2pm 4pm

Restaurant @
the End of the
Universe @ Coco
Poco Loco

Join CPL and other Art Cars for dinner in the deep
paddock featuring DJ’s from our sister camps
playing on the CPL rig. It runs until the end of time
(or daylight). If you’re part of a mobile art piece or
have food to share come along!
Values and goal
Values are your heart’s deepest desires for how
setting @ Detox you want to behave as a human being’. Come along
and be helped to identify what is important to you
and learn techniques to help you start living by
them. Facilitator: Bella.
Songs from the
Let’s have a big old singalong. Everyone puts 5
Hat @ Middle
songs into a hat. We draw one song out of the hat.
Eastern Mafia
Everyone plays and sings that song together. Repeat until happy and exhausted. Bring instruments
and voices. Songbooks provided.
Rainbow Salsa
Latin fever has hit the paddock! Come learn this
@ Over the
sexy street dance in our 1 hour introductory lesson,
Rainbow
then put your skills to the test in our salsa social.
All genders and orientations welcome!
Extreme Gravity Juggling jam for all ages, all skill levels. We have
Denial @ Swing
a range of objects for you to throw around, but
Dog Circus
please bring your own balls if you can!
Contact Juggling Learn the mystical art of contact juggling! Start the
@ Swing Dog
journey to becoming a master of momentum with
Circus
the experienced one and only Lord Hawkins.
Meditation and
Using sound and a guided contemplation to bring
Awareness @
your awareness the present. Create and then
The Orphanage
surrender your intentions and desires for the Burn
back to the universe.
The Potato
Potato sack races, potato and spoon races, potato
Games @ The
rolls - we love potatoes and we love having fun
Potato Family /
with them. Come and see if you have what it takes
Love Collective
to be a potato champion! Bring a buddy!
Spanking
Spanking workshop can so you the art of sensual
Workshop @ The spanking. Come join us and find out what all the
Space Inbetween fun is about. R18+
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2pm 2pm

2pm 4pm
2pm 5pm
2pm 4pm
2.30pm 5pm

3pm 4pm

3pm 6pm
3pm 4pm
3pm 12am

3pm 4pm
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24 Hour DJ
Collective @
Pirainia

Epic 24 hour mission with @philt3r: 2-5pm @
philt3r, 5-6pm Ali, 6-9pm @philt3r, 9-10pm Maddy
Snow, 10-1pm @philt3r + Piro, 1-2am Barkly, 2-5am
@philt3r + KaTgirl, 5-6am Errol J, 6-9am @philt3r
+ Sylpp, 9-10am James Maddock, 10-2pm @philt3r
+ Hotwire
CirCumSpectacle @ Everywhere!
(see Thursday)
Wombat Forum @ Wombat Manor
(see Thursday)
Jazzles in SPACE! @ the Deep Space Astronaut *SPARKLY* POD
(see Thursday)
Awake Mature
When you act, who do you serve? From fear or
Masculine Men’s love? Do you have a vision for your vital energy?
Circle @ Tinyville Using Warrior, Lover, Magician & King, explore the
shadows & experiences that set up the beliefs &
stories shaping your reality. All of you is welcome.
Casbandidos
This year the Casbandidos Burritos are coming
Burritos @ Camp home after last years popup at the Red Earth BrewCasbah
ery... same uber tasty Vegan or Beef Burritos so
don’t miss out!. Sangria or shots of Tequila should
help wash it all down.
Full Metal BalAn afternoon of heavy listening pleasure, all metal
ance @ Centre
listeners welcome.
Camp
Speed Dating @ Looking for the man/woman/unicorn of your
Detox
dreams… join us for the most magical matchmaking event in Matong! Facilitators: Dazzling Darren
and Dr Love.
Sunset Island’s
From the depths of the never-ending ocean, that
Deep Space
fathomless world of infinite mystery & beauty,
Under the Sea
comes the most fanciful night of them all! Wearing
Party @ Sunset
your deep space underwater fantasy, join us
Island
along with Kraken’s k-sub for an unearthly sunset
experience!
Fire Jam Practice Learn or upgrade your fire spinning skills. We have
Session @ Swing staffs available for people to have a go. If you have
Dog Circus
your own, please bring along! All practice with unlit
staffs.

FRIDAY
3pm 3am

3pm 4pm
3pm 4pm
3pm 6pm
3pm 4pm
3,30pm 5pm
4pm 5pm
4pm 5pm
4pm 5.30pm

4pm 5.30pm

The BRINK
Showcase @ The
Brink

The BRINK is a Post apocalyptic themed stage that
promises the finest electronic music this side of
the edge of the universe. Expect Tech, Breaks,
DNB, Electro, House, Glitch and everything in between from this Friday showcase at Burning Seed.
The Orphan
Have an odd sock with you? Bring it!! Fight for
Sock War @ The orphan sock supremacy and help build a camo
Orphanage
blanket afterwards for future wars. Ideal for kids
and sock war loving dorks.
Toastie Time @
Toasties by Faeries. Sangas too. Get your food on.
Toasted Faeries
YUM!
Afternoon black- Afternoon events daily from the SOLARIS
board events @
solar-powered stage, including live music, DJs, ranSolaris
dom shenanigans and occasional roving beer bar.
Ring Master Mas- Roll up! Roll up! Master the art of the 3 ringed cirterclass @ Swing cus. Embellish your entrance, refine your flourish.
Dog Circus
Matriculate your magnifi-sense and have a crack at
the whip!”
HeckNoTechno Happy Hour @ Dirty Birds
(see Wednesday)
Conspiracy CaAn open forum group gathering investigating some
pers @ Detox
of the more sinister happenings around the world
and what we can do to free ourselves from the grip
of overbearing systemic norms. Facilitator: Duncan.
Pole Dance Jam
Show off your pole dancing skills or watch others
@ Swing Dog
perform theirs at this fun pole dancing jam with
Circus
Chilly under the Big Top at SDC.
Anarchism
Anarchism isn’t all about chaos and violence, it’s
101 @ Doing it
about freedom, equality and justice. A society orOurselves Dome ganised from below, just like Burning Seed. Come
(near House of
along and find out more about this political theory
10,000 Petals)
and way of life of so many misconceptions!
Rat Patrol freak
Join Rat Patrol freak bike collective for a lap around
bike lap @ Red
Red Earth City. Bring your tall bike, chopper, swing
Earth Brewery
bike or regular bike on a mission led by our huge
party bike which will pump tunes and good vibes.
Launching from Red Earth Brewery at 4pm.
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4pm 5.30pm

Hair The Musical
Singalong @
Trash Mansion

4.30pm 5.30pm

Privacy &
Security on the
Internet @ The
Orphanage

5pm 8pm

ARTery Tour

5pm 7pm

Trashy Karaoke
@ Trash Mansion

5pm 7pm

Cacao Heart
Ceremony @ The
Orphanage

5.13pm 6.43pm

The Mulled Wine
Wagon @ Kraken
K-Sub

5.30pm 6.30pm

Vegan Rendang
Feast @ The
Orphanage
Carthaginian
Feast @ Alcazar
Riffle

6pm 8pm
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Got a flower in your hair and no shoes on your feet?
Then you’re halfway there. Come celebrate your
inner Aquarius and belt out the entire Broadway
smash hit that rocked a generation.
A pre-Rendang Feast discussion about how to
prevent ASIO and NSA from reading your messages
(or intimate pics!). Despite what you think, there
are ways to use the internet securely. Stay on for
our feast. BYO plate and cutlery.
Participate and collaborate in radical self expression across the paddock! Join a guided tour of
Burning Seed's artwork & installations, curated
to promote your participation, the tour is part experiment, part exploration. The format of the tour
involves 3 meeting times at Centre Camp: a daylight
adventure from 5pm, a dusk artist panel with q&a
during the intermission at 6pm followed by an early
darkness tour from 7pm. Documentation and observation gifts welcome for a constructive dialogue
around the art hosted at Burning Seed 2016.
The ancient art of the empty orchestra. This is your
chance to come in like a wrecking ball, dream the
impossible dream, & do it your way. Remember,
it’s not cultural appropriation if it’s fun!
Expand your heart and uplift your soul with the
alchemy of Sacred Cacao. Detox, Transform and
Connect using carefully chosen practices, Mayan
ritual, dance, breath work, soft intimacy. This ceremony is a full two hour commitment.
When the storm howls through the galaxies, a
lone wagon can be seen to get dragged across
the paddock, smelling just like that Ol’ Janx, or
wait, a Gargle Blaster? Promises of the warmth of
old-fashioned Europe. Chase it now with your own
mug in hand.
Feast on the Indonesian Vegan Rendang, made at
the cooking class earlier in the day. BYO Plate and
cutlery.
You are invited to attend a vegantarian Carthaginian feast. A feast to feed all the unpaid mercenaries
of the last Punic war with Rome.

FRIDAY
6pm 7.30pm

6pm 8pm
6pm 8pm
6pm 7pm
6pm 2am
6.30pm 11pm

6.30pm 4.30am
7pm 8pm
7pm 7am

7pm 5am

Fallen Stars
Come dance to the tunes of some of our great fallLaunch Party
en stars, enjoy the Deep Space Astronaut project,
@ Deep Space
hang out with the Major Tom Space Bus and be
Astronaut Art
dazzled by all the flame effects and poofs!
Project
Yogapalooza @
The ultimate yoga dance party. Leave the mat
House of 10,000 behind and groove through your asana!
Petals
Early evening
Just after sunsent. Check blackboard - not every
special event @ day.
Solaris
Potatoes to eat! @ The Potato Family / Love Collective
(see Thursday)
Pulse Connection @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Electro on FIRE! On the esplanade with an awesome line up of live
@ Coco Poco
electronic acts and our new effects toys… they are
Loco
hot! (hint hint, puff puff). Featuring Ungus Ungus
Ungus, Sekkt, Blunderbuss and Big Fucking Robots,
this will be great way to warm up the dancefloor.
Space Cinema @ Join us in Hammock Land to gaze up at the stars, or
Purple Turtle
at the big screen. Showing tonight: When science
and fiction collide. No, when science and fiction
and SPACE collide. Space sci-fi.
Avatar sweat
Love trees, so do we … come and join the Na’vis
@ Intergalactic
for a sweat that will create emotional bonds that
Sweat Stations
last a lifetime. Your connection to the Tree of Life
will be highly sensual and profoundly spiritual.
Perfect PanCome witness the mind melting gogo dancers
demonium @
shimmy and grind to the beats. Delights for senses
Middle Eastern
with bountiful burlesque acts, interactive panda
Mafia
fun and the Gentlemen’s Bucket Bar to keep you
well lubricated if you’re brave enough to face the
angry Turk.
Meowterspace @ Comb your whiskers, groom your tails, and prepare
Telekinetic Chair for a purrfect evening, perhaps the best of your 9
Repair
lives! Scratch your itch to the finest beats, lap up
drinks and catnip treats, and chase all the laserz.
Presented by Coco Poco Loco and Telekinetik.
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7pm 2am
7pm 10pm

7pm 8pm
7.30pm 10.30pm
8pm 11pm
8pm 12am

8pm 10pm

8pm 6am

8pm 10pm
8pm 4am
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Bugs and Thugs
@ The Wonky
Queenslanders

Welcome to the first big burn on the paddock - Friday night bug burn with the Wonky Queenslanders.
Our bar will be open and our DJs laying down the
vibes.
Dungeon Drink- Adventurers! Stirrings have been heard from below
er: Bailey’s Tomb the old Church. The local priest mentioned that
@ Waystone Inn below the Church is an old Burial ground for past
heroes, including the legendary hero Bailey. Please
put these ancient legends to rest!
Space Hoppa @
A mellow ramp up with a Jamaican vibe: Roots, Ska
Camp Casbah
and Dub to get you hopping.
Little People Movie Time @ Kid’s Camp
(see Wednesday)
Casbah Block
Sip on cider, kick it & say hip hop hooray after the
Party @ Camp
end of another seedy day! Join the Casbah Cadets
Casbah
as we go intergalactic with the best of golden age
& new school hip hop!
Gender Bender
Gender queer? Have no fear - we have the bender
@ The Orphanfor you! Gather at the orphanage, meet some
age
fellow gender-other lovelies and then be whisked
away to a wonderful evening at the Rainbow Riot
Pride Parade and Rainbow Revel After Party hosted
by the fabulous Over the Rainbow Theme Camp.
Placebo Shaman Like a King hit to the Heart Chakra! Acoustic,
Audio Live @
Reggae, Rootsy, Beatboxy, Buzzwordy, protest
House of 10,000 Music. From the sultry depths of the Murky Abyss,
Petals
to the Interstellar outer reaches of your expanded
consciousness. Followed by Jam session.
Friday Freak
Step into the lights, sights and sounds of Electro
Show Fiasco @
Swing and Techno Gypsy. World class acts by carSwing Dog Circus nies, clowns and dazzling fire spinners under the big
top of bombastic bizarre! Swanky drinks by SDC and
sizzling Dagwood Dogs by Dagwood Estate.
Star Gazing / Indigenous Astronomy @ Yindyamarrar Circle
(see Thursday)
Interdimensional ambience @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)

FRIDAY
Rainbow Riot,
Prepare for the Rainbow Riot Pride Parade by makSign Making
ing your own signs, get loud and proud and show
@ Over the
your true colours!
Rainbow
9pm
Planetary Pollination Art Burn
9pm Love Potion
Journey into the deep with the ancient magic of
12am
Party @ Music
powerful potions. An alchemy of music and mediMedicine Magic cine ignites the magic. Deep tech, Dub and Mixed
Electronica with a Love Potion fresh from the cauldron will keep you dancing long into the night.
9pm Rainbow Riot
A Pride Parade of shiny, fabulous proportions. LG10pm
- Pride Parade
BQTI+ community and allies - come on down and
@ Over the
be loud and proud of who you! Light yourselves for
Rainbow
an LED spectacular.
9pm Dancers Dance,
Middle Eastern Mafia bonanza meets The Empori3am
Barmen Strip @ ums inappropriate nature. Gogo dancers shimmy
Middle Eastern
& grind to the beats of the Persian Prince! GentleMafia
men’s Bucket Bar by the Angry Turk in full force;
and the Men of Seed compete in the epic MOIST
TSHIRT comp.
9pm Solaris Cinema @ 9pm shorts, 9:30 movie, 11:30 movie, Late-night
3am
Solaris
randomness, Check blackboard for daily schedule.
10pm Happy Homo
Bar Wollongonz presents: Happy Homo Hour
11pm
Hour of Power
of Power. 60 iconic LGBT songs in 60 fabulous
@ Over the
minutes. Drink every time the song shifts over. Will
Rainbow
YOU survive?
10pm Rainbow Revel
Our Rainbow Riot Pride Parade will end at the Rain2am
Party @ Over the bow Revel the brightest party of fabulous proporRainbow
tions. LGBQTI+ & allies join us for music, laughter
& drinks! Music - disco, tech-house & techno vibes
from DJ’s Amanda LeMay, Sam-e, Olluss & more.
11.11pm - ARSE Meeting @ The Orphanage
12.12pm
(see Wednesday)
11.30pm - Gentlemen’s
The Emporiums ANGRY T jumps behind the
1.30am
Bucket Bar @
MIDDLE EASTERN MAFIA bar to hurl the best of
Middle Eastern
SEXY MOUTH drinks to unsuspecting punter, NO
Mafia
DISCRIMINATION everyone equally will be abused
with stuff and things! BYO CUP!
8.30pm 9pm
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SATURDAY
All day
All day
6am 12pm
6am 7am
8am 9am
8am 6pm
8am 6pm
8am 7pm
8.30am 9.30am
8.30am 10am
8.30am 11.30am
9am 11am
10am 11am
10am 2pm
10am 12pm
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Self Guided Ecology Walk @ Centre Camp
(see Wednesday)
SAFER SEX IS GREATER SEX!! @ All Toilets
(see Wednesday)
Morning Glory @ AWC
(see Friday)
6am Comedy Hour @ Trash Mansion
(see Thursday)
Kids’ Cafe @ Kid’s Camp
(see Thursday)
Ignite Radiance Healing @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Mandala Colouring @ Camp Casbah
(see Wednesday)
Open Space @ Tinyville
(see Wednesday)
Yin/Yang Yoga @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)
Merry Burnmass @ The Orphanage
(see Thursday)
Detox Love @ Detox
(see Thursday)
Yoga for the
Vinyasa Yoga Flow class for waking up your dance
dance floor @
floor body at Middle Eastern Mafia.
MEM
Tarot with Jayman @ The Orphanage
(see Friday)
Flora and Fauna A guided flora and fauna walk whereby you are
Walk @ Centre
likely to see amazing native flowers with magical
Camp
colours which have fascinating relationships with
pollinators such as bees, butterflies and tiny wasps.
Space Junk Did the robots party too hard on Friday night? Do
Bloody Mary
you have a hangover of galactic proportions? Never
Party @ Dirty
fear, Bring Out Your Space Junk, throw on last
Birds
night’s costume and have a BLOODY MARY!
Music by Amanda LeMay & Trolley Dog.

SATURDAY
Eye to Eye @ The Tantric Tibetan Meditation. Dive into the connecOrphanage
tion of the Soul to witness the multidimensional
truth. Connect and reflect, deepen from the duality of yin/yang, shakti /shiva into the Oneness.
10am Brekky Burritos @ Dirty Birds
12pm
(see Thursday)
Breakfast Rejuvenation @ House of 10,000 Petals
10am 11am
(see Thursday)
10am Space Cadet Creatives @ Kid’s Camp
12.30pm (see Thursday)
10am Soul-a-caffeine @ Soul-a-flare
12pm
(see Thursday)
10am Potato / Love Workshops @ The Potato Family / Love Collective
5pm
(see Thursday)
10am Faery Cave @ Toasted Faeries
8pm
(see Thursday)
10am Waystone Quests! @ Waystone Inn
8pm
(see Wednesday)
10am Ossa’s Cuties Shakshuka @ Solaris
12pm
(see Friday)
10am Morning Blackboard Events @ Solaris
1pm
(see Friday)
10am YOGA-Palooza @ Call it Vinyasa you but the reality it’s going to get
11am
Sunset Island
loose! Bring your most colourful fluro everything,
funky anything and come to get down-dog! We
are going to show the night owls the most fun is
actually had whilst saluting the sun.
10.30am - Yoga @ Swing Dog Circus
12pm
(see Thursday)
10.30am - Chess Club @ Camp Casbah
12pm
(see Wednesday)
11am Cultural differAn interactive workshop on cultural differences.
12pm
ences @ Detox
In small groups we will be given various role-play
scenarios and act these out using food serving to
show how we feel and think about different cultures and subcultures. Facilitator: Jasmina.
11am Dubflow @
Sexy yoga flow to grooving plate. Get loose all
12pm
House of 10,000 over.
Petals
10am 11.30am
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11am 5pm

M.C.C. Classic
@ Mint Country
Club

11am 1pm

Sensual Dominance @ The
Space Inbetween

11am 12pm

Indigenous Plans
w Dee @ Toasted
faeries
Meowterspace @
Telekinetic Chair
Repair

12pm 6pm

A frolicking day of Techno intermeshed with
eloquent sports associated with this fine establishment. Compliment our green keeper with Gin
donations and rave about your swing. It’s the
nineteenth hole where we are all champions and
no one listens.
BDSM isn’t all whips and chains. It can be sexy,
and slow and sweet without the spice of pain
some enjoy. Let Mistress Care show you prospective dommes some sensual strategies for your
loving partners, or subs. R18+
Aussie seedtopia. Explore the variation in Australian native bush seeds. -Indigenous Plants with
Deidrie.
Prepare your inner feline for blast off to interstellar dimensions. Comb your whiskers and groom
your tails, and prepare for a puuuurfect evening maybe the best night of your nine lives! The finest
beats, drinks and catnip treats!
A complete beginners’ class for everyone who
loves to dance or just wants to learn some new
sensual, hip shaking moves. Please join us and
move your beautiful hips like nobodies watching!
Facilitator: Sarah Starlight.
One good thing about music, when it hits you, you
feel no pain! We love settin’ our DJ spinnin’ some
sweet Reggae stylee. Come & whine your body
with us this Saturday for our Reggae Recovery!
Ain’t nobody invite the informa coz we are getting
DOWN!
MCC’s life coaches & sporting pros teach: etiquette & sophistication of Sporting Appropriation
in order to become a Sporting Champ. 12pm: Golf
Addressing & Placement of Balls, 1pm: Bocce
Stance, Throw & Follow Through. 3pm: Croquet
Principles.

12pm 1pm

Beginners Belly
Dancing @ Detox

12pm 4pm

Reggae Recovery
@ House of
10,000 Petals

12pm 5pm

Sports Coaching
& Boasting
Lessons @ Mint
Country Club

12pm 1pm

The Musical Hour Join us for a sing-along to your favourite musical
@ Solaris
show tunes. Includes rehearsed acts from The
Little Mermaid, Little Shop of Horrors and Mary
Poppins. Bring your best singing voices!
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SATURDAY
12pm 1pm

Splash Spa @
Splash (next to
Trash Mansion)

It’s Splash Jim but not as we know it... The
Splashettes have taken over! with Nautical Nail
Salon, Footspa, Costume Transformation Station,
Massage, lots of H2o and more effervescent DJ
action klinging on aboard the HMAS Scumbucket.
Wow! Super fresh.
12pm How to launch a Would you like to start your own theme camp, but
1pm
theme camp 101 don’t know where to begin? Theme camp veterans
@ Centre Camp
share their knowledge to help you get your vision
off the ground with a focus on Vision, Recruitment,
Marketing and Fundraising.
12pm Gay Play During The sun is shining the beats are bouncing and the
8pm
The Day @ AWC smiles are wide as we trip down the wild side! Games,
trivia, jokes with cocktails, beers and tasty snackydoodles whilst superb sound smiths bring the vibe.
12pm Outdoor Games Facilitation of simple games of Kubb (Viking Skit2pm
@ Camp Casbah tles game) Boule Backgammon.
12pm The space between flares @ Soul-a-flare
7pm
(see Thursday)
12pm Nipple Fortune Telling @ Roaming
4pm
(see Thursday)
12pm
Gifting Hair Cuts + Dreads @ Sunset island
(see Thursday)
12pm Fire Enclave
For all wanting to fire dance beneath our man
1pm
meeting @ Fire
before the burn. Receive a pass to ignite your fire.
Enclave Contact Explanation of all procedure, safety, regs & guideBoard
lines. Burning Seed requires everyone to attend a
Meet up, before they light up at Seed.
12.30pm - A Boozy Hip
BigVillage and Spaceport2 present red earths best
4.30pm
Hop BBQ @ The HipHop Day Party; killer Djs spinning hip-hop and
Emporium
rap with a special guest LIVE SET all the while The
Emporium team dishing out sexy mouth drinks and
paddock grub for all seeders to feast on!
1pm Body Worship @ A delicious hands on journey in giving and
2.30pm
Detox
receiving conscious touch and sensual massage.
For all gods & goddesses - bring a friend, towel &
cushion. Facilitated by Nic Tate - nurse, massage
therapist, trainer, entertainer and lover of humans!
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1pm 3pm

1pm 4pm

1pm 3pm

1pm 2pm
1pm 4pm

1pm 3pm
1pm 3pm
1pm 2pm
1pm 2.30pm

2pm 6pm
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Froots and
Carrots VS the
Bunnies, starts
@ Red Earth
Brewery
Deep Space Family Picnic @ near
the Effigy

Calling all Bunnies! Carrots! Potatoes!! Lettuces!!
Capsicums! Bananas! Oranges!
Unite against the furry bunny horde. Come march
in solidarity!

All families are invited to join the Kids’ Campers,
near the Effigy for family focused fun fun. Bring
a picnic blanket, something for a pot-luck picnic
feast, and any games you think the kids large and
small might enjoy.
Glitter in the
An afternoon of singing & dancing to our heroes
Graveyard @
who have passed. From recent departures of Prince
Over the Rain& Bowie through to those who left us long ago, we
bow
will honour them with this day of frivolity & fun.
Music by Freddie , Prince, Whitney, MJ & more!
Magic & Illusion Come one, come all. short or tall! Justin Kase is
Show @ Swing
putting on a show jam packed with crazy circus
Dog Circus
stunts and mind blowing magic and illusions.
The Perambulat- Your one stop shop for useful and useless facts
ing Reference Li- when you’re out of wifi range and can’t surf the
brary @ Mystery information superhighway. Untangle the mysteries
Locations
of the universe, bathe in words, float in numbers
and explore the deep space of your mind.
Red Earth Ecology Bushwalk @ Centre Camp
(see Thursday)
Ginger Jam @ Solaris
(see Friday)
Meet your local
A chance for burners to get in touch with the ‘offiregional contact cial’ contact from their state.
@ Centre Camp
One Heart Circle Mary will welcome us into a Safe space, open the
Meditation @
directions and lead us through a guided healing
Sacred Circle/
meditation, connecting with Pachamama and
Sacred Seed
Father Sky then our hearts all connecting to make
one space/one heart and then delve into your own
healing.
Trash Mansion
Come & watch the mighty GWS Giants take on
Sports Bar & Grill the mightier Sydney Swans in glorious 2D! Footy!
@ Trash Mansion Spitroast Meats! Beer! Get it up yas trashbags!

SATURDAY
2pm 3pm

2pm 2pm +1
2pm 4pm
2pm 4pm

2pm 3pm
2pm 4pm
2pm 3.30pm

2pm 4pm
2pm 5pm
2pm 4pm
2.30pm 4.30pm

Kundalini Dance
@ Sunset Island

A guided, tantric, shamanic, dance journey of self
discovery, balancing the masculine and feminine
within. Movement, sound and breathwork are used
as energy tools for transformation, purification and
spiritual activation.
24 Hour DJ Collective @ Pirainia
(see Friday)
Art Therapy
An experience into self awareness.
Workshop @
Alcazar Riffle
Crafternoon Grounded? Looking for a way off this goddamn
Spaceships @
backwater planet in the uncharted backwaters of
Coco Poco Loco the unfashionable end of the western spiral arm of
the galaxy? Join the Coco Craft team to create your
own personal craft to blast off and seek adventure.
Circus & Balloon Come on down to learn some awesome new tricks.
Workshop @
Justin Kase will be teaching magic balloon twisting,
Swing Dog Circus juggling, hula hooping and more!
Impact and NeCome to TSI and learn all about impact and negotigotiation @ The ating a scene. You can see some different toys and
Space Inbetween try some them after the workshop with permission
with a stay and play. R18+ SSC
Behaviour
How do we create the change we want to see in
Change @ Doing the world? Behaviour change helps us grow, be
it Ourselves
happier and more productive on our journeys.
Dome
Let’s discuss change, common misconceptions and
building ‘the more beautiful world our hearts know
is possible’.
CirCumSpectacle @ Everywhere
(see Thursday)
Wombat Forum @ Wombat Manor
(see Thursday)
Jazzles in SPACE! @ the Deep Space Astronaut *SPARKLY* POD
(see Thursday)
Rainbow WellShift a Core Wound with grace and ease. If the
being @ Sacred
same things keep happening in your life and you
Circle/Sacred
are ready to let them go, then this group workshop
Seed
is for you. Let go of that pattern and release that
which is holding you back. Bring a cushion/pillow.
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2.45pm 5pm
2.45pm 5pm
3pm 4pm
3pm 6pm
3pm 4.30pm

3pm 4pm
3pm 8pm

3pm

4pm 5.30pm
5pm 5.40pm

5.13pm 6.43pm
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The Grand
Unicorn March @
The Orphanage
The Tardigrade
Parade @ The
Orphanage

It is Epic. Unicorns to gather at the Orphanage at
2:45pm, to march against the Tutus, the carrots,
and anyone else.
Why march for imaginary animals when you can
march for the real thing?! Introducing the first inaugural Tardigrade March. Nothing is more epic than
an animal that can survive in deep space!
Toastie Time @ Toasted Faeries
(see Friday)
Afternoon blackboard events @ Solaris
(see Friday)
Speed Massage
Like speed dating, but without the dating. Bring
@ Detox
a friend, partner or come alone and get hands on
exploring human touch and intimacy in a safe,
non-sexual environment. Facilitators: Hayley,
Maddock and Dan Kiltman.
Child’s play @
An intro to Contact Improvisation.
Mind Subsidence
Saturday Night
The ultimate sunset destination to enjoy the end of
Sunset @ Sunset the day and welcome a special night ahead…taking
Island
you to the Burn with joy, connection and probably
some new friends. Arrive early to enjoy the day
time fun!
Group Cohesion This workshop is for groups and partners who wish
Workshop @
to create a stronger bond for any form of creative
Swing Dog Circus collaboration. The exercises will help participants
reach a state of mental readiness as well as creative flow for collaborative work.
Activism 101:
Learn the jargon, get up-skilled and become an
What is it! @ Do- environmental or social activist. With over 15 years
ing it Ourselves
of experience within the scene, Lara and Jim will
Dome
get you started on changing the world.
Get Your Oonst
Get Your Oonst On returns for its third year on the
On @ Kamp
paddock with winning practical tips for negotiating
Kraken
and deepening your dance floor experience. Feedback 2015: ‘That was fuck loads of fun AND I learnt
stuff. Huzzzaahhhhh!!’ Tunes by Mad Angel.
The Mulled Wine Wagon @ Kraken K-Sub
(see Friday)

SATURDAY
6pm 8pm
6pm 6am

6pm 7pm

6pm 7pm
6pm 2am
6pm 6am
6.30pm 4.30am
7pm 8pm
7pm 8.30pm

7.30pm 10.30pm
8pm 9pm
8pm 4am

Early evening special event @ Solaris
(see Friday)
CPL - Dusk til
It’s time to get to get down with your favourDawn @ The
ite Coco DJs and make initiate friends with our
Effigy
revamped donation bar. We’ll depart our home
asteroid late in the afternoon to orbit around
the effigy for a cosmic cruise of house and tech
through the night.
Cultural AppreInto the melting pot, a carnival of nations! All the
ciation Hour @
colours of the rainbow! Your culture is beautiful &
Trash Mansion
we want to celebrate it in a way only possible in the
freedom of the Mansion. Chuck on your cultural
attire & join us for the United Celebrations.
Potatoes to eat! @ The Potato Family / Love Collective
(see Thursday)
Pulse Connection @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Welcome Weirdos @ AWC
(see Wednesday)
Space Cinema @ Join us in Hammock Land to gaze up at the stars, or
Purple Turtle
at the big screen. Showing tonight: Space classics
(shoulder pads optional).
Jedi sweat @
Come and enjoy a Jedi night. This one is not for the
Intergalactic
faint of heart, nor those with high blood pressure.
Sweat Station
Movie: Vivir la
Come join us at the solar-powered dome for a
utopia @ Doing it special screening of a documentary on the extraorOurselves Dome dinary Spanish Revolution, where self-management
and anarchist organising met the needs of millions
of people.
Little People Movie Time @ Kid’s Camp
(see Wednesday)
Madonna
All you Smooth Criminals & Dirty Dianas. If you’re
Appreciation
Bad then it’s time to Blame it on the Boogie. It
Hour @ Trash
doesn’t matter if you’re Black or White, just Don’t
Mansion
Stop ‘til You Get Enough.
Interdimensional ambience @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)
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Solaris Cinema @ Solaris
(see Friday)
LadyCunt &
Daaaahlings! Wear your glitter balls and bring your
Twinkle Toes Gay disco stick to the Casbah dancefloor. Get your
Disco Sensation pride on and get down for some disco classics,
cheesy poofs and rainbow cocktails. 2QT2BSTR8?
You’ll be welcome here!
10pm Heavenly EuDelighted to welcome back the legendary Phil
8am
phoria @ Middle Smart and his crew behind the decks for the
Eastern Mafia
second year to be supported by MEM’s carefully
selected artisans of the decks. Come n witness the
madness!
11.30pm - Gentlemen’s
The Emporiums ANGRY T jumps behind the
2.30am
Bucket Bar @
TRASH-MANSION bar to hurl the best of SEXY
The Emporium
MOUTH drinks to unsuspecting punter, NO DISCRIMINATION everyone equally will be abused with
stuff and things! BYO CUP!
9pm 3am
9.30pm 1.30am

SUNDAY
All day
All day
2am 3am
2am 4am
6am
8am 9am
8am 6pm
8am 6pm
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Self Guided Ecology Walk @ Centre Camp
(see Wednesday)
SAFER SEX IS GREATER SEX!!
(see Wednesday)
Group Time Trav- Nothing interesting happened last night between 2
el @ Everywhere and 3 AM. So we decided to skip that hour tonight
by jumping forward through time. Turn your clocks
forward one hour.
Eye Gazing @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Thursday)
6am Comedy Hour @ Trash Mansion
(see Thursday)
Kids Cafe @ Kid’s Camp
(see Thursday)
Ignite Radiance Healing @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Mandala Colouring @ Camp Casbah
(see Wednesday)

SUNDAY
8am 7pm
8.30am 10am
8.30am 11.30am
9.30am 10.30am
10am 12pm
10am 11am

10am 11.30am

10am 11am
10am 12.30pm
10am 12pm
10am 5pm
10am 8pm
10am 8pm
10am 12pm
10am 1pm

Open Space @ Tinyville
(see Wednesday)
Merry Burnmass @ The Orphanage
(see Thursday)
Detox Love @ Detox
(see Thursday)
Singing from
Singing in the Sacred Seed space with one of its
the Heart @ The creators. Especially to help recovering Christians
Orphanage
and those who love to sing from the heart.
INXS Dim Sim
You won’t need this tonight.
Breakfast @
AWC
Unleash the
This modern life is stressful!!! Let all of that final
Beast! @ Outside stress be released. This workshop is designed to
Detox Theme
help you realise what really matters in life. UnCamp
leash your beast and please yell/scream/express
yourself loudly on approach to the workshop.
Yoga and Beats
Come greet the paddock and salute the sun. Bend,
@ Middle Easttwist, breathe and flow your good self into a gloriern Mafia
ous Burning Seed Sunday. Please bring water, your
mat/sarong/towel and wear loose or comfortable
clothing. All levels welcome.
Breakfast Rejuvenation @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Thursday)
Space Cadet Creatives @ Kid’s Camp
(see Thursday)
Soul-a-caffeine @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)
Potato / Love Workshops @ The Potato Family / Love Collective
(see Thursday)
Faery Cave @ Toasted Faeries
(see Thursday)
Waystone Quests! @ Waystone Inn
(see Wednesday)
Ossa’s Cuties Shakshuka @ Solaris
(see Friday)
Morning Blackboard Events @ Solaris
(see Friday)
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Indonesian Vegan Cooking Class @ The Orphanage
(see Friday)
Chess Club @ Camp Casbah
(see Wednesday)
Hooping for
Do you love watching hula hooping or do you own
beginners @
a hoop but have no idea how to use it? Well come
Detox
join me for a basic waist hooping lesson with some
simple but funky on and off body tricks to add to
the hoop magic! – Facilitator: Sarah Starlight.
11am Extreme Gravity Juggling jam for all ages, all skill levels. We have
12pm
Denial @ Swing
a range of objects for you to throw around, but
Dog Circus
please bring your own balls if you can!
11am Yoga @ Swing
Join us for an invigorating Ashtanga/Vinyasa yoga
12pm
Dog Circus
session which will leave you strong and refreshed
in body, mind and soul.
11am Individuate your Sew a bond between you and your onesie. Give
1pm
onesie @ Swing your onesie the wings it needs to fly, maybe add a
Dog Circus
second or third tail or give it a cheeky grin.
11am Lingerie ChamWear your Sunday finest, your ‘undress to impress’,
1pm
pagne Sunday @ and let the Wombats recharge your va va voom and
Wombat Manor the lithium in your batteries with a luxe champagne
breakfast in the decadent surrounds of the Manor.
Bring your favourite champagne to share!
11am Let’s go for a walk! @ Detox
12pm
(see Thursday)
11.30am - Philosophy Hour A brief lecture and discussion group on the life and
12.30pm on Lacan @ The
thought of French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan.
Orphanage
BYO cup if you want some tea with that.
11.30am - The Fucked Food The food System is destroying our health and the
1pm
System @ Doing planet. Let’s talk about mono-crops, genetically
it Ourselves
modified foods and Monsanto. Then, let’s all learn
Dome
how to grow organic food and dumpster dive!
12pm Gay Play During The Day @ AWC
8pm
(see Saturday)
12pm Outdoor Games @ Camp Casbah
2pm
(see Saturday)
12pm The Sunday Ser- The Son of Man will shower you in his golden glory,
2pm
mon @ AWC
rinse the sins from deep inside your throat and
elevate you to ecstasy with a flick his wrist.
10am 1pm
10.30am 12pm
11am 12pm
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SUNDAY
12pm 1pm
12pm 8pm

12pm 6pm

12pm 8pm
12pm 7pm
12pm 4pm
1pm 4pm
1pm 2pm
1pm 4pm

Four Faces @
House of 10,000
Petals
2016 a Mint
Odyssey @ Mint
Country Club

Have you ever seen the two sides in a person?
There are four faces in every conversation, feel
what happens when there are only two.
Relive Dr Dave Bowman’s mysterious musical
mission as we warp through the Drum n Bass astrobelt and on to the Technoid deep space station.
A galaxy of DJ’s and tunes with laughs to keep your
thrusters primed until the temple burns.
Happy Hour! +
Sooth those heads after Burn night and get ready
Wonky Tonk!
for the Temple Burn with 5 hours of entertain@ Red Earth
ment provided by the Wonky Queenslander Crew!
Brewery
Sample our selection of delicious beers, handmade
using the finest hops, yeast and malts. BYOC.
Psycho Beach
The world’s over. The nuclear apocalypse has come
Party @ The
and gone. So all you want to do is party on the
Brink
dunes of the BRINK. Either that or get eaten alive
by roving packs of mutant marauders!
The space between flares @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)
Nipple Fortune Telling @ Roaming
(see Thursday
The Perambulating Reference Library @ Mystery location
(see Saturday)
Naked Mango
Do you know how to eat a mango? A sign that
Eating @ House one does not know how to eat mango… you bring
of 10,000 Petals a knife to a love fight. Bring your own beautiful
mango and a towel.
Supa Soaker
Thou shalt NOT VISIT THE DAM. Thy may visit
Reggae Sundae
SPLASH! It’s going to be Large, moist, stellar and
@ Splash
dubby. BYO supasoaker or water pistol, bring the
whole crew. Watersports, surprises, shadiness, live
music & sweet H2O.

1pm 2pm

Edible Weeds
@ Doing it Ourselves Dome

1pm 3pm

Ginger Jam @
Solaris

Love learning about plants? Hate buying greens
wrapped in plastic? Love foraging? Come learn
about all the edible weeds and you look at weeds
differently forever!
Live music jam and the official opening of the
SOLARIS ginger beer bar.
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2pm 3pm
2pm 4pm
2pm 4pm

Kundalini Dance @ Sunset Island
(see Saturday)
Town Hall @ Centre Camp

2pm 3pm

Water Sommeliers Unite @
Detox

2pm 6.30pm

Cocktail Magic!
@ Music Medicine Magic
Etch a Sketch @ Caricature and cartoon drawing with “Brenno da
Swing Dog Circus Vinci”
Intuitive Palm
Deepen your self-knowledge through understandReading for the
ing the lines of your own hand. Take home a tool
Average Psychic that can help you break the ice, connect with a
@ The Orphancute burner, and simply cut to the chase in any
age
encounter.
Shibari 101 Rope An intro to some beginner ties in Japanese bondBondage @ The
age. Learn how to negotiate rope bondage fun
Space Inbetween with your buddy, some safe ways to tie your lovers
R18+
limbs to a bed and a tidy little hogtie! BYO Rope
Jazzles in SPACE! @ the Deep Space Astronaut *SPARKLY* POD (see
Thursday)
Boardgames Shmordgames @ Hardware Schmardware
(see Wednesday)
Afternoon blackboard events @ Solaris
(see Friday)
Ring Master Masterclass @ Swing Dog Circus
(see Friday)
Casbah Comedy Want to watch/perform stand up? Come to the
Lounge @ Camp Comedy Lounge @ The Casbah Tent! Whether
Casbah
you’re a professional or it’s your first time, sign up
and do a 3-5 minute set!

2pm 3pm
2pm 3.30pm

2pm 3pm
2pm 4pm
2pm 4pm
3pm 6pm
3pm 4pm
3pm 5pm
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Dagfest! @ Dagwood Estate

Dagwood Estate are gifting 500 mini Dagwood
Dogs. Juicy mini hotdogs, covered in batter, deep
fried and smothered in your preferred saucy
goodness!
Feeling a little dehydrated?? Have you heard of water sommeliers (oooh yeah they exist)? Well join us
for a taste tour of waters from around the country!
Facilitator: Matilda.
Organic Beats + Majestic Martinis = Sexy
Sundowners.

SUNDAY
3pm 4pm
3pm 8pm
3pm 4pm
4pm 5pm
4pm 5.30pm
4pm 5.30pm
5.30pm 6.30pm
6pm 8pm
6pm 2pm
6pm 6am
6.30pm 4.30am
7pm 8pm
7.30pm 10.30pm

Consent culture
workshop @
Detox

Many have heard the line “Consent is sexy” around
the burner community. Get an intro into “Consent
is expected” & learn tools to help navigate the
boundaries of others while exploring your own.
Closing Sunset @ Taking us to the temple burn with music allowing
Sunset Island
us to reflect on the incredible week and enjoy the
last night together.
Rope Jam @ The For all those people who love rope bondage! Bring
Space Inbetween your fave tips and your learning brain! This event is
a peer to peer event for sharing rope love and just
a fun space practice your skills. R18+
Thank The Crew We all play, we all pay' Private party for those VIPs
Soiree @ Centre who have gifted their time and energy to creating
a brilliant Burn.
Camp
Rat Patrol freak bike lap @ Red Earth Brewery
(see Friday)
Hatha and Harp
Harmonious stretch session accompanied by live
@ House of
harp. Join us on the Matt or jam alongside.
10,000 Petals
Vegan Rendang Feast @ The Orphanage
(see Friday)
Early evening special event @ Solaris
(see Friday)
Pulse Connection @ House of 10,000 Petals
(see Wednesday)
Welcome Weirdos @ AWC (see Wednesday)
Space Cinema @
Purple Turtle

Join us in Hammock Land to gaze up at the stars, or
at the big screen. Showing tonight: rest your brain
with space docos.
Draag sweat @
Join the other Oms on our fantastic planet and
Intergalactic
watch yourself glow as you eat the fruit of the deSweat Station
sert. A totally out of body meditative experience.
Little People Movie Time @ Kid’s Camp (see Wednesday)
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8pm 9pm
8pm 4am
8.15pm 8.15am

9pm 3am
9pm 12am
9pm 12am

9pm 12am

9pm 7am
9pm 8am
9pm 1am
10pm 6am
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Eurotrash Dance
Party @ Trash
Mansion

Pull out your white jeans & tussle your mullets.
Trash Mansion’s resident Berliner im exil will be
strapping on his cardigan leftovers and bringing
you the very best & worst of European dance.
Interdimensional ambience @ Soul-a-flare
(see Thursday)
Drones, Thugs n’ A time rift rips a ghetto-blaster block party from a
Anarchy @ The
cybernetic dystopian NYC in the year 2063 straight
Brink
to the paddock! The future may be bleak but at
least there will be sick beats! Future ghetto, Grime,
Hip hop n’ Half-time.
Solaris Cinema @ 9pm shorts, 9:30 movie, 11:30 movie, Late-night
Solaris
randomness, Check blackboard.
Slowdown Hoe- Come and explore inner+outer space on the dancedown @ Alcazar floor after the Temple burn as we bring the BPM
Riffle
way down. Space Cadets Welcome.
HHG2G Retro
Sven & Heidi meet Zaphod & Slartibartfast in a
Ski Party @ Dirty PanGalactic Gargle Blaster of fun, fur, and fluoro.
Birds
Straight after Temple Burn, get slap shots, shotskis, & snow bunny action whilst singing along to
your fave 80’s/90’s tunes.
Moksha Lounge Envision Elysium. Enter the temple. Sensuality
@ House of
surrounds. Dancers sway. Undulating hips. Honey10,000 Petals
suckle lips tease you. Be in divine magick as sultry
sounds spin. Your body dances. Be magnetized and
let the steam engulf you.
Guide to the
Keep the fire burning after farewelling Temple with
Galaxy @ Middle the hot hot hot journey to the centre of our middle
Eastern Mafia
eastern Galaxy!
Spaceship
The BRINK's spaceship afterburners will be in full
Afterburn @ The effect with a spectacular flame show. Come for the
Brink
fire and stay for the Dirty House.
Cocktails and Bass @ Froot Society (see Thursday)
CPL goes
Deeeeeeep
Space @ Coco
Poco Loco

In space, no one can hear you scream but they can
hear our bass. Coco becomes part of the mega-voltron of art cars!! Prepare to have your brain popped
out of the airlock as the bar heaves, the bell rings
and the tunes sing.

SUNDAY
11pm 12am

11.11pm 12.12am

LOOK UP! Indige- Come stargazing & you will learn about constellanous Astronomy tions and the dark spaces between from an ancient
of Oz @ Meet
Australian Indigenous perspective. Meet at Deep
at Deep Space
Space Astronaut Pods at 11pm after Temple Burn &
Astronaut Pod
we will walk into the light spangled dark together.
ARSE Meeting @ The Orphanage
(see Wednesday)

MONDAY
Cosmic Contem- Countdown with The Digital Shamans as they
plations @ House blast off taking you on an interplanetary astral
of 10,000 Petals Journey into outer-body experiences where
sacred and synthetic combine in this immersive
experience for the spiritual astronaut!
6am Comedy Hour @ Trash Mansion
6am
(see Thursday)
8.30am - Detox Love @ Detox (see Thursday)

1am 3am

11.30am
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